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Addressing the Climate Change Skeptics 
 

The purpose of this paper is to examine the many claims and counter-claims being made in the public debate about climate 

change science. 
 

For most of this year, the volume of this debate has turned way up as the ‘skeptics’ launched a determined assault on the 

climate findings accepted by the overwhelming majority of the scientific community. Unfortunately, the increased noise has 

only made it harder for people to untangle the arguments and form their own opinions. This is problematic because the way 

the public’s views are shaped is critical to future political action on climate change. 
 

For investors in particular, the implications are huge. While there are many arguments in favor of clean energy, water and 

sustainable agriculture – for instance, energy security, economic growth, and job opportunities – we at DB Climate Change 

Advisors (DBCCA) have always said that the science is one essential foundation of the whole climate change investment 

thesis. Navigating the scientific debate is therefore vitally important for investors in this space. 
 

For these reasons, we asked our advisors at the Columbia Climate Center at the Earth Institute, Columbia University, to 

examine as many as possible of the major skeptic claims in the light of the latest peer reviewed scientific literature and to 

weigh the arguments of each side in the balance. Although the scientific community has already addressed the skeptic 

arguments in some detail, there is still a public perception that scientists have been dismissive of the skeptic viewpoint, so 

the intention in this report is to correct the balance. The result is, we believe, a balanced, expert, and detailed assessment 

of the scientific case for climate change that will help investors navigate these extremely complex issues. 
 

The paper’s clear conclusion is that the primary claims of the skeptics do not undermine the assertion that human-

made climate change is already happening and is a serious long term threat. Indeed, the recent publication on the 

State of the Climate by the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), analyzing over thirty indicators, 

or climate variables, concludes that the Earth is warming and that the past decade was the warmest on record. Quantifying 

cause and effect or projecting future conditions is always incomplete in a system as complex as Earth’s climate, where 

multiple factors impact the observations. Conclusions are thus presented in terms of probabilities rather than dead 

certainties. This uncertainty is not always adequately explained in the public debate and, when discussed, can appear to be 

a challenge to the credibility of the field. However, uncertainty is an inevitable component in our understanding of any 

system for which perfect knowledge is unattainable, be it markets or climate.  
 

To us, the most persuasive argument in support of climate change is that the basic laws of physics dictate that increasing 

carbon dioxide levels in the earth’s atmosphere produce warming. (This will be the case irrespective of other climate 

events.) The only way that warming can be mitigated by natural processes is if there are countervailing ‘feedback 

mechanisms’, such as cooling from increased cloud cover caused by the changing climate. A key finding of the current 

research is that there has so far been no evidence of such countervailing factors. In fact, most observed and anticipated 

feedback mechanisms are actually working to amplify the warming process, not reduce it. 
 

Simply put, the science shows us that climate change due to emissions of greenhouse gases is a serious problem. 

Furthermore, due to the persistence of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and the lag in response of the climate system, 

there is a very high probability that we are already heading towards a future where warming will persist for thousands of 

years. Failing to insure against that high probability does not seem a gamble worth taking. 

 

 

 

Mark Fulton 
Global Head of Climate Change Investment Research 
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Addressing the claims 

Claims Response 
Global average 
temperatures have not 
risen since 1998. 

In fact, the decade of 2000 to 2009 is the warmest since measurements have been made. Multiple 
factors affect global average temperatures, including the long-term warming trend from GHGs. This 
time-varying interaction of climate drivers can lead to periods of relatively stable temperatures 
interspersed with periods of warming. The anomalously high global average temperatures in 1998 
associated with the El Niño have been followed by comparably high values that reflect a combination of 
long-term warming and shorter-term natural variability. Periods of relatively constant temperature are 
not evidence against global warming. 

Climate researchers are 
engaged in a 
conspiracy: global 
warming is a hoax. 

There is no evidence that scientists have engaged in alleged conspiracies. Three investigations 
discerned no scientific misconduct in emails stolen from University of East Anglia’s Climatic Research 
Unit. It has been claimed that the decline in the number of weather stations in the global network since 
the 1990s was due to purposeful removal, but there is no evidence to support this; furthermore, the 
reduction in number of stations reporting data has introduced no detectable bias in the trend of the 
global average temperature anomaly.  The IPCC reports undergo significant scrutiny, but as is 
inevitable in a 3000-page document, that scrutiny sometimes fails to detect errors. The few errors 
identified in the latest IPCC report were primarily in referencing and not in content.  Their existence 
does not support a conspiracy to misrepresent climate research. 

Climate models are 
defective and therefore 
cannot provide reliable 
projections of future 
climate trends. 

We do not rely only on models for our understanding of the effect of greenhouse gases on climate. 
Theory (i.e. the physics and chemistry of the planet’s atmosphere and ocean) and observations are the 
foundation of our ability to understand climate and to assess and quantify forcing and impacts. Models 
represent the most formal way in which to project and quantify future conditions. Despite well known 
limitations to climate models such as the uncertainties of clouds, aerosols, and spatial resolution, 
climate models are increasingly able to reproduce a range of physical processes and feedbacks. They 
unanimously predict warming with increasing greenhouse gases of a magnitude consistent with 
estimates independently derived from observed climate changes and past climate reconstructions. 

The greenhouse gas 
signature (tropospheric 
hot spot) is missing. 

Climate models predict that GHGs cause cooling in the stratosphere and warming at the surface and 
throughout the troposphere. Observations are consistent with these predictions.  Furthermore, new 
measurements in the tropics suggest greater warming in the upper troposphere than at the surface, as 
predicted by the models. Although the tropospheric hot spot (signature) is not unique to greenhouse 
gas forcing, the new observational data lend support to climate simulations. 

The Medieval Warm 
Period was just as 
warm as, or warmer 
than, today. 

Northern hemisphere temperatures in the Medieval Warming Period (MWP) may have been 
comparable to today, but the estimates have high uncertainty because there are so few records and 
spatial coverage is spotty. However, a MWP warmer than the last decade does not challenge the case 
for anthropogenic warming. 

Carbon dioxide levels 
increase after 
temperatures rise in the 
ice core records. 

The correlation of records of atmospheric CO2 and Antarctic temperature over the past 800,000 years 
indicates that CO2 amplified the warming attributed to variability in Earth’s orbit in the transition out the 
ice ages. Different processes can and do affect climate concurrently. 

Earth’s climate is driven 
only by the sun. 

While Earth’s climate is undoubtedly driven by the sun, the sun is not the only factor that determines 
climate. The observations of warming since the second half of the 20th century cannot be explained by 
solar activity because it has been decreasing. Sunspots, areas of the sun’s surface that appear darker 
in a telescope, have been observed since the invention of telescopes in 1610. Although climate 
predictions from sunspots have long been attempted, the predictions have not held up. 

Water vapor is the most 
prevalent greenhouse 
gas. 

Water vapor plays a primary role in the natural greenhouse effect, but that does not diminish the impact 
of CO2-induced warming.  The concentration of water vapor is a positive feedback: as the earth warms, 
the atmosphere can hold more water vapor, which, in turn, warms it further. 

CO2 in the atmosphere 
is already absorbing all 
of the infrared radiation 
that it can. 

Carbon dioxide in the atmosphere at pre-industrial levels already causes substantial radiation 
absorption.  Anthropogenic increases in carbon dioxide concentration cause further absorption (over a 
broader range of wavelengths) and change the height distribution of the absorption.  These effects 
generate warming and are fully incorporated in current climate models. 

Climate sensitivity is 
overestimated in current 
climate models. 

Climate sensitivity is defined as the change in global mean temperature that occurs in response to a 
doubling of atmospheric carbon dioxide. Values between 2 and 4.5oC are consistent with our 
understanding of forcing and past and present climate shifts. Lower estimates tend to disregard 
feedbacks, like water vapor, and delays associated with slower earth system components, like the 
ocean. Furthermore, sensitivity values below 2.5oC cannot explain the observed climate changes of  
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Claims Response 
Climate sensitivity is 
overestimated in current 
climate models.  
 
(continued from page 
above) 

the past. 

Increasing carbon 
dioxide will stimulate 
plant growth and 
improve agricultural 
yield. 

Plant growth is stimulated by increased levels of CO2 under equal conditions of temperature and 
availability of water and nutrients. However, altered growing conditions due to projected shifts in climate 
will likely counter the fertilization effect in large parts of the already food-insecure world. Experiments to 
quantify the impact of CO2 enrichment indicate that increased growth does not occur for all plant 
species and that nutritional content of crops is sometimes negatively impacted. 

Human society and 
natural systems have 
adapted to past climate 
change. 

Past climate changes have often been accompanied by migration, war, and disease.  The growing 
human population will inevitably make environmental change more disruptive in the future, even in the 
face of increased technological prowess. 
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Periodic summaries and reviews of the state of knowledge about Earth’s climate come from several institutions, including 

the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and national science academies of countries worldwide. These 

entities have concluded that the increasing body of observations is consistent with the physical principles by which 

greenhouse gases (GHGs) affect climate: the planet is warming and it will likely continue to warm due to GHG emissions. 

Although continued research is needed to quantify the timing, location, and extent of climate impacts, many experts are 

confident that the precautionary principle justifies action to reduce emissions. However, some individuals and organizations 

dispute this conclusion, asserting that the science isn’t settled. These arguments fall into three general categories: Earth is 

not warming; Earth may be warming but human activity is not responsible; and Earth may be warming, and humans may be 

responsible, but we don’t need to act to stop it. Here we briefly respond to the primary claims made under each of these 

categories with the current state of scientific knowledge. Each claim is addressed in detail in the body of the report. 

  

Earth is not warming 

Claim: Global average temperatures have not risen since 1998. Multiple factors affect global average temperatures, 

including the long-term warming trend from GHGs. This time-varying interaction of climate drivers can lead to periods of 

relatively stable temperatures interspersed with periods of warming. The anomalously high global average temperatures in 

1998 associated with the El Niño have been followed by comparably high values that reflect a combination of long-term 

warming and shorter-term natural variability. Periods of relatively constant temperature are not evidence against global 

warming; in fact, the decade of 2000 to 2009 is the warmest in the instrumental record.  

 

Claim: Climate researchers are engaged in a conspiracy: global warming is a hoax. There is no evidence that 

scientists have engaged in alleged conspiracies. Four investigations discerned no scientific misconduct in emails stolen 

from University of East Anglia’s Climatic Research Unit. Weather stations have not been deleted purposefully from the 

global network since the 1990s, as has been claimed; furthermore, the reduction in number of stations reporting data has 

introduced no detectable bias in the trend of the global average temperature anomaly.  The IPCC reports undergo 

significant scrutiny, but as is inevitable in a 3000-page document, that scrutiny sometimes fails to detect errors. The few 

errors identified in the latest IPCC report were primarily in referencing and not in content.  Their existence does not support 

a conspiracy to misrepresent climate research. 

  

Claim: Climate models are defective and therefore cannot provide reliable projections of future climate trends. 

Despite many weaknesses, climate models are increasingly able to represent a range of physical processes and feedbacks 

and thereby reproduce past and present observations.  Consistency between models and observations lends confidence to 

model projections of future climate change.  Models are but one tool, together with theory and observations, to assess and 

quantify climate processes. 

  

Earth may be warming but human activity is not responsible 

Claim: The greenhouse gas signature is missing.  Global observations are consistent with the model-based prediction of 

GHG-induced cooling in the stratosphere and warming at the surface and throughout the troposphere. Furthermore, new 

measurements in the tropics suggest greater warming in the upper troposphere than at the surface, as predicted by the 

models.  

  

Claim: The Medieval Warm Period was just as warm as, or warmer than, today. Scarce records and spotty spatial 

coverage make estimates of medieval temperatures uncertain. Northern hemisphere average temperatures during the 

medieval period do not appear to have been higher than those of the late 20th century.  Furthermore, a warmer medieval 

period has no bearing on the conclusion that temperatures have increased in the past half-century, and that temperatures 

will continue to rise due to GHG emissions. 
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Claim: Atmospheric CO2 levels rise hundreds of years after temperature in ice cores. The correlation of records of 

atmospheric CO2 and Antarctic temperature over the past 800,000 years indicates that CO2 amplified the warming attributed 

to variability in Earth’s orbit in the transition out the ice ages. Different processes can and do affect climate concurrently. 

  

Claim: Earth’s climate is driven only by the sun. While the importance of the sun as a driver of Earth’s climate is 

undeniable, the measured changes in solar activity over the last fifty years cannot explain the observed rise in temperature; 

solar activity has in fact decreased since the 1970s.    

  

Claim: Water vapor is the most prevalent greenhouse gas. Although water vapor plays an important role in the natural 

greenhouse effect and as a positive feedback, CO2 and other anthropogenic GHGs are perturbing the natural system. 

  

Claim: CO2 in the atmosphere is already absorbing all of the infrared radiation that it can. The absorption of infrared 

radiation by carbon dioxide is an integral part of our understanding of the greenhouse effect and of current climate models 

which take into account the details of the logarithmic absorption of infrared radiation by CO2. Adding more CO2 to the 

atmosphere will continue to perturb the climate system and warm the planet. 

  

Claim: Climate sensitivity is overestimated in current climate models. Quantifying climate sensitivity, or the change in 

global mean temperature in response to doubling CO2, is extremely complex because of the unknown rate and magnitude 

of feedbacks, such as changes in vegetation or ice cover. Attempts to identify negative feedback processes, which would 

counter the warming due to GHGs, have not been borne out by observations.  Sensitivity values below 2.5oC cannot explain 

the observed climate changes of the past. 

  

Earth may be warming, and humans may be responsible, but we don’t need to act to stop it. 

Claim:  Increasing carbon dioxide will stimulate plant growth and improve agricultural yield. Despite the fertilization 

effect due to increased CO2, it is likely that crop yields will be reduced in many regions by rising temperature and shifts in 

precipitation. Unfortunately, regions that are already food-insecure are expected to suffer the greatest negative impacts. 

While some locations are expected to benefit from the combination of shifting climate and CO2 fertilization on the short-

term, these yields are unlikely to continue indefinitely, 

  

Claim: Human society and natural systems have adapted to past climate change. Past climate changes have often 

been accompanied by migration, war, and disease.  The growing human population will inevitably make environmental 

change more disruptive in the future, even in the face of increased technological prowess. 

  

Scientific debate is best carried out within the peer-review literature. However, translation of the scientific literature is a 

necessary step for the non-expert, as language, results, and implications are often narrowly focused and can be obscure 

even to those in closely related disciplines. The climate science community must work in a concerted fashion to provide 

regular state-of-the-art assessments and to answer questions about the current understanding. The present document aims 

to contribute to the effort by presenting scientific arguments in response to the major claims.  
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In response to a  growing body of research pointing to human-induced warming of Earth’s climate, and in recognition of the 

global nature and potentially sweeping implications of a changing climate, the world’s governments have launched national 

and international efforts to periodically assess the state of knowledge in the many areas of research that bear on climate 

change.  The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), a consultative body of scientists from around the world, 

was established in 1988 under the auspices of the United Nations Environment Program and the World Meteorological 

Organization. Every six years the IPCC publishes a summary and review of hundreds of peer-reviewed studies relating to 

the state of knowledge about climate change. The IPCC reports serve as a common, authoritative source and they are a 

critical tool for enabling an effective international response.  

 

The IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report (hereafter IPCC AR4), released in 2007, states that “[W]arming of the climate 

system is unequivocal, as is now evident from observations of increases in global average air and ocean temperatures, 

widespread melting of snow and ice and rising global average sea level” (IPCC WGI 2007, p. 2). Furthermore, “[M]ost of the 

observed increase in global average temperatures since the mid-20th century is very likely due to the observed increase in 

anthropogenic GHG [greenhouse gas] concentrations”  (IPCC WGI 2007,  p. 3). This conclusion is similar to that of the US 

Global Change Research Program in their latest assessment: “global warming is unequivocal and primarily human-induced” 

(US GCRP 2009, p. 12). Most recently, the National Academy of Science summarized that “Climate change is occurring, is 

caused largely by human activities, and poses significant risks for—and in many cases is already affecting—a broad range 

of human and natural systems” (Matson et al. 2010). 

 

However, a small but vocal group of individuals and organizations, including some scientists, argue that the current 

scientific evidence is not sufficient to conclude that human-induced climate change is underway or that it poses a clear and 

present danger to society (e.g. Nova 2009, 2010). Emails stolen from the University of East Anglia’s Climatic Research Unit 

or CRU (Pearce 2009) and mistakes recently identified in the IPCC AR4 have exacerbated these criticisms (Leake 2010c).  

 

These critics contend that “the science isn’t settled.” This is entirely correct in the sense that the scientific process of 

discovery, testing, peer review and re-assessment carries on. Significant uncertainties about specific dynamics within the 

climate system persist and scientists continue to pursue research aimed at filling gaps in our knowledge. For example, 

climate models make poor predictions at the regional scale, and our understanding of cloud dynamics, the distributions and 

characteristics of aerosols, the rates of glacial melt, and the magnitude of many feedback processes (such as vegetation 

responses) is still incomplete (Schiermeier 2010).  

 

Despite these unanswered questions, the role of carbon dioxide as a driver of Earth’s present and future climate is borne 

out by the increasing body of observations (e.g. Richardson et al. 2009, Allison et al. 2009). This is seen most clearly in the 

annual overviews of climate and weather observations compiled by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 

Over thirty indicators, or climate variables, have been identified to characterize the earth system, including atmospheric 

levels of greenhouse gases, air temperature, sea level, and extreme weather events (NOAA NCDC 2010a). These 

indicators, which are measured using a wide array of observational techniques, are interpreted in a historical and global 

context. Some of the variables, like air temperature, are directly related to whether the climate is warming. Other indicators, 

such as ocean currents or precipitation patterns, need to be monitored over time to understand how the climate system 

evolves in response to natural and anthropogenic drivers. The latest report, State of the Climate in 2009 (Arndt et al 2010), 

concludes that Earth is warming and that the past decade was the warmest on record. Even if the thousands of weather 

stations that report air temperature were suspect, other indicators are consistent with this warming: glaciers continue to lose 

mass, northern hemisphere snow cover is falling as spring melt occurs earlier, sea levels are rising, and summer Arctic sea  

ice cover has been on a steadily decreasing trend (Arndt et al. 2010). Progress in our understanding and more conclusive 

observational evidence are also manifest in the increased certainty of expressions in successive IPCC reports and of the 

evolving research. For example, Stott et al. (2010) concluded that human influence in regional climate impacts is now 

discernible throughout the globe based on a review of studies published since the last IPCC report.  
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Science continues to progress as a discussion among peers and specialists within and across disciplines. Creative and 

careful research aiming for improved understanding is vital, preferably verified and evaluated via the peer-review process.  

Although much insight can be gained by scrutiny from people in other fields, the complexity and breadth of climate science 

do not make it readily or easily accessible in its entirety. Expertise in quantum mechanics does not qualify a person to 

perform a heart transplant, nor would a surgeon be likely to identify flaws in a finding from particle physics. 

 

Critiques by people from outside the scientific community who aim to “audit” the research process can help identify errors or 

lead to improved understanding. These criticisms sometimes highlight insufficient transparency within the scientific process 

(e.g. Curry 2010). Both the hearing of the UK House of Commons Science and Technology Committee and the 

Independent Climate Change Email Review into whether the stolen CRU emails indicated misconduct recommended more 

open sharing of both data and methods (UK Parliament 2010b, Russell et al 2010).  More transparency is always desirable, 

but making data sets and methods accessible to an untrained public would require significant additional resources for the 

research endeavor.  

 

Many criticisms, however, center on matters that have been resolved scientifically or on selective use of observations that 

may be misinterpreted. Cook (2010) outlined five characteristics of attacks on science (originally from a study that focused 

on public health by Diethelm and McKee 2009) that apply to many claims from those skeptical of climate science: (1) 

conspiracy theories, by which the existence of a large body of accepted evidence is itself purported to be proof of a 

conspiracy, as has been expressed about the IPCC report; (2) fake experts, the presentation as experts of people with 

scant training in the field; (3) selectivity, by which isolated studies or graphs are presented out of context; (4) impossible 

expectations, the practice of demanding research to provide greater certainty than the study system permits, such as 

complete weather predictability; and (5) use of misrepresentations and logical fallacies, including straw man arguments, 

such as “CO2 isn’t the only driver of climate;” this true statement is integral to our understanding, but is largely irrelevant for 

the case about anthropogenic change. 

 

This study aims to respond to the most common misconceptions that are presented to challenge the position that GHG 

emissions are adversely impacting Earth’s climate and will continue to do so. We start with an example controversy that 

played out not only in the scientific journals but in the media and in political circles: that of the graph of surface 

temperatures for the past thousand years, also known as the hockey stick. Then we present scientific evidence in response 

to the most common skeptic claims, ranging from “Earth is not warming” to “Earth may be warming, and humans may be 

responsible, but we don’t need to act to stop it”.  We close with conclusions and suggest resources for further reading in the 

appendix. 
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Understanding past climate is key to our ability to interpret the climate of the present and to project future climate conditions. In 

the absence of an instrumental record prior to the 19th century, scientists recur to what are known as proxy records. Proxies for 

climate are biological or chemical markers within the Earth system that are affected by changes in climate, and thus provide 

indirect information about climate of the past. Some climate proxies include the width of tree rings, the isotopic composition of 

ice, or representative fossil micro-organisms in sediment cores. Analyzing and assembling data from proxy sources to create a 

credible picture of past climate is a difficult process and, like any scientific study, one that is open to differences of opinion and 

criticism. Thus, it is no surprise that the use of proxy data is at the root of one of the best known climate change controversies. 

 

The controversy began with two articles on long-term temperature trends based on proxy records, which were published in the 

scientific journals Nature  and Geophysical Research Letters (Mann et al. 1998, 1999) and included a graph of average northern 

hemisphere temperatures over the last millennium. The graph (and the data it represented) showed that northern hemisphere 

temperatures were currently higher than they had been in the last 1000 years and that the sharpest rise in temperature (the last 

200 years) coincided with increasing greenhouse gas emissions from human activity. 

  

After the figure was prominently displayed in the IPCC’s Third Assessment Report (IPCC 2001), it became known as the 

“hockey stick,” where the shape describes  the sharp temperature increase toward the end of the record. Appearing in articles 

around the world, the hockey stick was seen as “visually arresting scientific support for the contention that fossil-fuel 

emissions are the cause of higher temperatures” (Wall Street Journal 2005).  

 

However, Steve McIntyre, a Toronto-based minerals consultant, and Ross McKitrick, an economist at Canada’s University of 

Guelph, argued in the social science journal Energy and Environment (McIntyre and McKitrick 2003), that the temperature 

increase depicted in the hockey stick graph resulted from flawed methodology, including “collation errors, unjustifiable 

truncations of extrapolation of source data, obsolete data, geographical location errors, incorrect calculations of principal 

components, and other quality control defects.” In response, Mann et al. (2004) published a correction in Nature, 

acknowledging errors in the list of proxy data sets provided in the Supplementary Information as part of Mann et al. (1998); none 

of the results or analyses were affected.  

 

Until this point the controversy followed the standard pattern of scientific discourse: discovery, publication, attempts at 

replication, criticism, adjustment, and re-publication. The debate entered the political arena when McIntyre and McKitrick met 

with Senator James Inhofe (R-OK), an outspoken denier of anthropogenic climate change; shortly afterward, Congressman 

Joseph Barton (R-TX) wrote to Michael Mann, demanding that he share all his data, methods and associated information with 

critics and congressional staff (Eilperin 2005). While Mann considered the request, House Science Committee Chairman 

Sherwood Boehlert (R-NY) asked Barton to withdraw what Boehlert called a “misguided and illegitimate investigation,” 

arguing that the purpose of the investigation seemed to be “to intimidate scientists rather than to learn from them, and to 

substitute congressional political review for scientific review” (Eilperin 2005).  

 

This led to two independent government-commissioned assessments of the “hockey stick.” The House Science Committee 

commissioned the US National Academy of Science (NAS) to review the original Mann et al. study, while Barton and the 

House Energy and Commerce Committee asked Edward Wegman, chair of the NAS statistics panel, to investigate the 

statistical merit of the critiques made by McIntyre and McKitrick. 

 

The National Academy of Sciences report (2006) supported Mann’s conclusion that temperatures of the latter half of the 

twentieth century were the highest in the record, but asserted that  the authors should have better communicated the uncertainty 

of data; namely a specific year or decade (1998 and the nineties) could not be identified as the warmest because of the 

uncertainty associated with proxy values for individual years or decades (especially prior to 1600). Overall, National Academy of 

Sciences (2006) rejected the claims of McIntyre and McKitrick and endorsed, with a few reservations, Mann et al’s work. 
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The second assessment, commissioned by the House Energy and Commerce Committee and the Sub Committee on 

Oversight, was carried out by a team of statisticians (Wegman et al. 2006). They also concluded that the methodological errors 

in the original Mann et al papers had no impact on the scientific conclusion. They carried out a social networking analysis of 

Mann’s co-authorship network to evaluate whether “independent studies” could be unbiased. They interpreted the absence of 

McIntyre and McKitrick in Mann’s co-author network (i.e. the authors who publish with the co-authors of Mann et al.) as evidence 

of bias, and stated that Mann and co-authors were disproportionately influential in climate literature and the peer review system. 

Although Budd (2007, see below) subsequently refuted this claim of disproportionate influence, similar allegations have been 

made in the wake of the CRU emails stolen in fall of 2009. 

 

While the uncertainty associated with assessments of past climate might have been understated and there were minor 

methodological errors in the Mann et al. studies, both NAS (2006) and Wegman et al. (2006) confirmed the soundness of the 

research and concluded  that the primary conclusions were unaffected by any methodological problems.  

 

Subsequent attempts to analyze, critique, and reproduce Mann et al’s results have led to adjustments and refinements of the 

technique, while attempts to reproduce the work of McIntyre and McKitrick have shown their original claims to be largely 

spurious (Rutherford et al. 2005). Recent studies using various independent proxies and different statistical approaches 

continue to support the original conclusion of Mann et al; see for example Kaufman et al. (2009) discussed below in 3.2.b.   

 

Ongoing support in the peer review literature for a similarly shaped temperature record of the past millennium could be 

questionable if, as Wegman et al. (2006) asserted, dissenting opinions were denied fair consideration due to bias from mutually 

reinforcing networks of likeminded scientists. However, Budd (2007) argues that by focusing on co-authors Wegman et al.’s 

social networking analysis was specious and did not demonstrate bias. Since “co-authorship is an intentional act,” 

connectedness between authors is to be expected.  McIntyre and McKitrick are from different scientific communities than Mann 

and thus naturally belong to mutually exclusive author networks.  

 

This example demonstrates that despite the uncertainties associated with the scientific study of climate (discussed in more detail 

below), the scientific process is well suited for discovering and correcting errors through peer-review. Taking the scientific 

discussion into the political arena can succeed only by including a balanced and broad-based representation of views, which can 

be difficult in a political context (e.g. Budd 2007). 
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Most arguments used to refute evidence of climate change fall into three general categories: 

 Earth is not warming. 

 Earth may be warming but human activity is not responsible. 

 Earth may be warming, and humans may be responsible, but we don’t need to act to stop it.  

 

3.1.  Earth is not warming 

3.1.a. Claim: Global average temperatures have not increased since 1998  

The long-term warming trend from GHGs does not imply that each year will be warmer than the previous one. Many 

processes affect climate and global average temperatures, including the anthropogenic increase in atmospheric 

greenhouse gases and changes in solar forcing, or internal variability in the climate system (such as the 5-7 year El Niño-

Southern Oscillation or the 20-30 year Pacific Decadal Oscillation). Because natural variability is superimposed on the long-

term warming trend, there will be periods of relatively stable, or even cooler, temperatures. Global average temperatures 

were anomalously high in 1998 because of the unprecedented magnitude of that year’s El Niño event.  Since then, global 

air temperature has remained close to the 1998 level and the decade of 2000 to 2009 is the warmest in the instrumental 

record (NASA GISS 2010, WMO 2010, NOAA NCDC 2010b, Hansen et al. 2010, Arndt et al. 2010), consistent with a long 

term warming trend in Earth’s climate. The global average temperature trend for each of the ten-year periods starting in 

1990 has been close to or above the expected trend from anthropogenic forcing (Allison et al. 2009). 

 

Furthermore, multiple sources of evidence support a long-term warming trend.  Global average temperature includes air 

temperatures measured over land and the temperature of the ocean surface which have been collected since about 1850. 

Warming is greater over land than in the ocean because water is slow to change temperature, making the ocean less 

sensitive to short-term climate variability. The deep ocean is even slower to warm that the surface ocean.  The ocean’s heat 

content far surpasses that of the land and atmosphere and it has been increasing since the late 70s (Murphy et al. 2009, 

Lyman et al. 2010). Satellite measurements of the temperature of the lower troposphere (the lowest 8 km, or 5 miles, of the 

atmosphere), which are free from biases due to urban heat island effects, indicate a comparable warming trend of 0.14 to 

0.17oC/decade since 1979 (NOAA NCDC 2010c).   

 

Model simulations are consistent with these observations.  For example, by analyzing a 5,000 year model simulation, Hunt 

(2010) found that internal variability in the climate system, such as El Niño, could lead to decadal scale episodes in which 

global average temperatures remained consistently above or below the long term trend.  When the global temperature 

anomalies are negative (lower than the long-term mean), they can compensate for the warming due to GHGs and thus lead 

to stable or even cooler average temperatures. However, Hunt noted that the anomalies generated by the model do not 

persistently exceed 0.25oC; thus with increased GHG-induced warming, natural variability will not be able to counteract the 

current long-term warming trend.  

 

Conclusion: All instrumental records show that Earth’s temperature continues to warm, even in the presence of short term 

variability. Periods of stable average temperature are consistent with the interaction of the multiple factors that determine 

climate. 

 

Subclaim: Record cold in winter 2009-2010 in the US proves that global warming is not real 

Low temperatures and heavy snowfall observed during the winter of 2009-2010 in parts of the United States and Europe did 

not reflect temperatures for the entire northern hemisphere or of the planet. Climate represents average weather conditions 

over decades at a given location.  Despite the record cold weather in much of the US and Europe, the global average 

temperature anomalies for January, February ,and March 2010 were the fourth warmest in the measurement record (NOAA 

NCDC 2010d). Satellite measurements of the global temperature anomaly of the lower troposphere for the first three 

months of 2010 were the highest observed since 1979 (NOAA NCDC 2010c).   
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The low temperatures observed in parts of the northern hemisphere in December 2009 through February 2010 resulted in 

part from extreme negative values of the Arctic Oscillation, a well-known periodic phenomenon in which high atmospheric 

pressure in the polar region leads to a weaker jet stream and exchange of cold arctic air with milder mid-latitude air (Hansen 

et al. 2010, Herring et al. 2010). The frigid conditions observed in Washington DC and Texas (Bolton 2010, Neefus 2010) 

were accompanied by unseasonable warmth in the Arctic and elsewhere, much to the dismay of the organizers of the 

Winter Olympics in Vancouver, Canada (Branch and Austin 2010). 

 

Conclusion: Despite the cold conditions experienced in portions of North America and Europe, the average global 

temperature anomalies for 2009 and for early 2010 were among the highest in the instrumental record.  

 

3.1.b. Claim:  Climate researchers are engaged in a conspiracy: global warming is a hoax 

When attempting to deny accepted knowledge, it is common to recur to conspiracy theories (Diethelm and McKee 2009), 

which are extremely hard to refute. How would one prove the 1969 Moon landing to those that insist it was filmed in 

Hollywood? Here we attempt to break down the diffuse “conspiracy” claim by addressing specific lines of argument that  aim 

to characterize the evidence of anthropogenic climate change as a result of a conspiracy rather than a rigorously 

assembled body of research:  the fact that governments provide funding for climate research; the content of emails recently 

stolen from the University of East Anglia; a decrease in numbers of weather stations in major temperature data sets; and 

the errors in the IPCC AR4 report.  

 

3.1.b.1. Significant government research funds prove that scientists are in it for the money 

The considerable government funding for global change research (which includes climate) in the United States (e.g. $2.6B 

in the 2011 US budget, OSTP 2010) represents an alleged proof that scientists are “in it for the money.” However, funding 

for global change research is less than 2% of the 2011 US investment in research and development (R&D); it is dwarfed by 

R&D spending on defense ($77.5B) or health ($32B) (OSTP 2010). Furthermore, the amount assigned to global change is 

dominated by the cost of expensive infrastructure, including satellites that measure variables that are not restricted to 

climate-related research, such as air quality or fire occurrence. Finally, while this funding reflects a significant investment 

into climate science, it has little bearing on the gains to be had for individual researchers whose salaries are generally 

covered by their universities or by their government positions.  

 

Pennsylvania State University recently completed a two-part inquiry of Michael Mann to address allegations of misconduct 

that arose from the emails stolen from University of East Anglia (Kintisch 2010). He was cleared of research improprieties 

(for an analysis of press coverage of the news regarding the first part of the inquiry, see Dawson 2010). Following the 

findings, it was asserted that the inquiry was a mere formality because of Mann’s success in bringing large grants to the 

university (Barnes 2010, Lombardi 2010). However, a top-tier university, as is Pennsylvania State, is unlikely to jeopardize 

its reputation for an individual researcher. The motivation of greed is put into context by the meager contribution (0.06%) of 

Mann’s grants to the $765million in research funding that the university receives annually (Angliss 2010, Fischer 2010).  

 

Conclusion: Climate science funding is a very small component of government investments for research and development. 

Research funds do not represent financial gain for individual researchers because they are paid by their institutions.  

 

3.1.b.2. Stolen emails of climate researchers demonstrate conspiracy  

In November 2009 several files, including emails sent between 1990 and 2009, were removed from a server at the 

University of East Anglia’s Climatic Research Unit (CRU) and put on a third party computer. While the emails are alleged to 

show evidence of a conspiracy among climate scientists and of scientific malpractice, various investigations have concluded 

that accusations of misconduct are not supported.  

 

Regardless of whether the files were hacked or leaked, they were obtained by criminal means, a fact that is frequently 

forgotten by commentators. The emails do not represent the broader community of climate scientists, as ninety-four percent 
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of the posted emails were to or from four individuals at CRU (Arthur 2010). In fact, the emails are a very small subset of the 

actual email sent and received by these individuals during the 19-year time period. These emails not only eavesdrop on 

other people, but the incomplete view of their conversations offers little or no context to the statements being made. For a 

general overview see RealClimate (2009a, 2009b).  

 

Despite the inevitable absence of context for the information in the emails, they have generated considerable controversy 

and press coverage, with allegations that “data may have been manipulated or deleted in order to produce evidence of 

global warming” (UK Parliament 2010a, 2010b). Sarah Palin (2009) asserted that based on the emails, US President 

Obama should not attend the Fifteenth Conference of Parties of the UNFCCC in Copenhagen in December 2009. Senator 

Inhofe has proposed criminal investigations of several climate scientists (Goldenberg 2010), and the Virginia Attorney 

General has made a civil investigative demand of documentary material to determine whether Michael Mann, a former 

professor at University of Virginia, defrauded taxpayers (Helderman 2010). 

 

The major assertions refer to withholding data, attempts to subvert the peer review process, misleading methods, and 

undue influence in the IPCC process. As these allegations hold potentially significant implications, and given the 

extraordinary response in political spheres, it is worth examining each of these claims.   

 

Data access: CRU scientists were criticized for failing to make all of their data publicly available, implying that this is part of 

a conspiracy to misrepresent climate change.  The CRU is not a data archiving center; CRU uses observations made by 

National Meteorological Offices and others to create, for example, long-term instrumental records of temperature. While 

government funded research in many countries is generally made available to all parties, this does not apply to data 

obtained by Meteorological Offices. In many cases the data that the CRU did not make available was provided to the CRU 

under the condition that it would not be shared (UK Parliament 2010b).  

 

Misleading methods:  One of the e-mails mentioned  a “trick” to plot long-term temperature records.  Critics have argued 

that this indicates an attempt to mislead the public.  In fact, the “trick” refers to the use of the instrumental record after 1960 

instead of temperatures estimated from tree ring widths. The two sources were then labeled accordingly. Instrumental data 

were used after 1960 because some high-altitude tree ring records show declining growth after 1960 despite warming 

temperatures. The same tree ring records are very closely related to temperature for about 110 years for which 

thermometer readings are available, but not for the last fifty years. This phenomenon, known as divergence, may be due to 

decreased water availability or to greater water requirements at higher temperatures. Divergence has been discussed 

openly in the scientific literature (e.g. Esper et al. 2010, D’Arrigo et al. 2008), as is the approach of using thermometer 

measurements for that time period (see Velasquez-Manoff (2009) for an excellent account). The instrumental record is the 

most reliable measure of temperature. 

 

Undue influence in the IPCC processes: Critics contend that scientists involved in the IPCC excluded reference to papers 

by McKitrick and Michaels (2004) and Kalnay and Cai (2003) that presumably contradicted their conclusions. The 

extremely complex multi-stage IPCC process, with multiple authors (450 lead and 800 contributing authors) and reviews 

(see below),makes it very difficult for a small group of individuals to influence it (IPCC 2010a). Most noteworthy, the two 

papers that were discussed in the CRU emails were in fact cited and discussed in Chapter 3 of the IPCC AR4 report, so any 

desire to omit them was not implemented.  

 

Attempts to subvert the peer-review process: Several emails refer to a paper published in the journal Climate Research 

by Soon and Baliunas in 2003. It has been asserted that the emails indicate a lack of respect for the peer-review process 

with regards to this publication. The Soon and Baliunas paper was the object of much controversy when it was published; a 

controversy that was reflected in the stolen emails. The paper, a literature review with no new data, was heavily and 

promptly criticized for its interpretations (see for example Regalado 2003, Mooney 2004). The review process at Climate 

Research, which allows authors to submit to specific editors, had long been a matter of concern throughout the climate 
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science community. After the controversy following the Soon and Baliunas publication, the editor in chief, Hans von Storch 

(for his explanation, see von Storch 2009) and three editors resigned in protest of the journal’s review procedures. Otto 

Kinne (2003), publisher of the journal, noted in an editorial following the resignations: “While these statements [made in 

Soon and Baliunas, 2003] may be true, the critics point out that they cannot be concluded convincingly from the evidence 

provided in the paper. Climate Research should have requested appropriate revisions of the manuscript prior to 

publication.”  

 

Investigation of the allegations: Several inquiries have been initiated to address the perception of misconduct from the 

email contents, including a review by the University of East Anglia (UEA 2009, CCE 2010), a UK Parliamentary Inquiry (UK 

Parliament 2010), scientific misconduct investigation of Michael Mann by Penn State, and a scientific assessment of CRU’s 

key publications (UEA 2010). The four investigations completed to date (by Penn State, the UK House of Commons, the 

science assessment, and the independent email inquiry) have concluded that there is no evidence of scientific malpractice 

(Dawson 2010, UK Parliament 2010b, Oxburgh et al. 2010, Russell et al 2010).  

 

Both the UK House of Commons Science and Technology Committee and the Independent Climate Change Email Review 

noted that while the sharing of data and approaches was consistent with common scientific practice and that the 

accusations of misconduct were not substantiated, greater openness and sharing of information were desirable (UK 

Parliament 2010b, Russell et al 2010). Handling of the Freedom of Information requests was found to be inadequate, but it 

was concluded that the responsibility lies primarily with the university administration, not individual research units such as 

the CRU. 

   

Conclusion: The emails stolen from CRU demonstrate that climate scientists are human. As such, they expressed 

impatience and frustration at what they perceived as organized harassment rather than a sincere desire to further 

knowledge. No evidence has been found of data manipulation or misrepresentation. 

 

3.1.b.3. Climate researchers have removed stations from the Global Historic Climate Network (GHCN)  

Station numbers decrease in the GHCN in the last twenty years because the bulk of the data is retrieved by time-consuming 

retroactive compilations of information, with inevitable delays. Multiple comparisons demonstrate that the observed warming 

trend is not affected by the decrease in station numbers. 

 

In a January 2010 show on KUSI-TV in San Diego hosted by John Coleman, TV weatherman and cofounder of The 

Weather Channel (see KUSI-TV 2010 for broadcast, Coleman 2010), meteorologist Joseph D’Aleo and computer scientist 

E.M. Smith alleged that stations from high latitude, high altitude (i.e. colder), and rural (not affected by the urban heat 

island) locations had been systematically removed from the dataset that is used worldwide to estimate land temperature 

(the Global Historic Climate Network, GHCN) leading to a bias towards greater warming (Smith 2009, D’Aleo and Watts 

2010).  

 

These claims have been shown to have no foundation (e.g., Hausfather 2010a, Freedman 2010). Station numbers fall after 

the 1970s maximum (around 6000) because the presence of a station in a given year depends on whether the data has 

been made available from the originating station and the data quality controls have been completed. Retroactive 

compilations of information are time-consuming (Peterson and Vose 1997). Consequently, in ten years, the number of 

stations in the database corresponding to the decade of the 1990s will be much larger than is the case at present. Not only 

is there no purposeful effort to exclude stations from high latitude or altitude,  the goal is to rely as much as possible on rural 

stations. D’Aleo and Watts (2010, p. 12) note that more rural stations were dropped in absolute numbers,  as the database 

includes more rural stations overall. Their graph on p. 12 indicates that the proportion of rural stations in 1970 (<60%) is 

comparable to that in 2000 (~54% of the total number). For information on historical temperature records see NOAA NCDC 

(2010e). 
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Removing weather stations from high altitude or high latitude will not introduce a warming bias. Stations in cold regions 

have experienced greater warming than those in warm regions.  Thus, while removing the former could lead to higher 

average global temperature, it would likely reduce the warming trend, which is expressed in terms of temperature anomalies 

relative to a baseline period for each station. Hansen et al. (2010) note that the global data compilation from the Hadley 

Center and CRU (HadCRUT), which includes fewer Arctic stations, produces a cooler global average temperature anomaly 

than the compilation from NASA Goddard Institute of Space Studies (NASA GISS); furthermore, when NASA GISS masks 

the areas where HadCRUT doesn’t have data, the NASA GISS anomaly is cooler.   

 

Comparison of the temperature anomaly for the set of stations with measurements through 2010 against those whose 

observations end in 1992 shows that the loss of stations does not affect the trend in global average land temperature 

anomaly in the period for which data from all of the stations are available (e.g. Clear Climate Code 2010, Hausfather 2010b; 

for an overview see Hausfather 2010c).  

 

Conclusion: The reduction in number of stations reporting data is not the result of selection (cherry picking), but of data 

availability. Furthermore, the reduction in number of stations shows no significant effect on the reported global average 

temperature anomaly.   

 

Microsite influences: A parallel claim is that the surface station network providing the land temperature records is flawed 

because the thermometers are located near air conditioners, parking lots, highways, and airports (Watts 2009, D’Aleo and 

Watts 2010). The Surfacestations Project (2009) compiles photographic evidence of poor station siting. However, a 

comparison of temperature anomalies measured by the entire network of over 1200 stations versus those measured at the 

70 stations that the Surfacestations Project identifies as well sited shows no discernible difference in anomaly or trend over 

time (NOAA Climate Services 2009, p. 3).  Menne et al. (2010) found furthermore that the temperature records from poorly-

sited stations were cooler and had weaker warming trends than those from stations with better characteristics, opposite of 

the bias implied by the concern for siting.  

 

It is true that some thermometers have been moved to locations that are less desirable.  After the switch to electronic 

thermistors, which require cable connection for the readout, thermometers had to be placed much closer to buildings. This 

type of thermometer tends to register cooler maximum values and slightly warmer minimum values, with net cooler 

temperature (Menne et al. 2010). The careful documentation done through the Surfacestations Project allowed improved 

understanding of the impact of micrositing. 

 

Conclusion: There is no evidence of any purposeful manipulation of temperature records. Information from weather stations 

is incorporated into the GHCN as soon as it becomes available. The warming trend prior to 1990 measured by stations that 

are not present in the GHCN after 1990 is the same as that measured by those stations that remain. That is, the reduction 

in the number of weather stations has introduced no detectable bias in the observed warming trend.  Furthermore, the 

surface temperature trend is of comparable magnitude to that of the satellites. Concerns that the poor placement of weather 

stations (microsite influences) translates into higher (and incorrect) warming trends have not been substantiated by 

comparing results from stations with differing site characteristics. 

 

3.1.b.4. The IPCC AR4 report is ridden with erroneous data and references that overstate the impacts of global 

warming 

The writing and review process of IPCC reports aims to comprehensively represent the latest scientific understanding, to 

involve a large number of experts from around the world, and to ensure an open and transparent review (IPCC 2008). 

Authors and reviewers are nominated by governments and non-governmental organizations and chosen by a technical 

board of experts. The review process takes place in three stages: expert review of the first-order draft, a review by both 

experts and governments of the second-order draft and the draft Summary for Policy Makers, and finally government review 

of the revised draft Summary for Policy Makers (IPCC 2008). The drafts, the reviews, and the response to the reviews by 
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the lead authors and review editors are archived and available; for example, the reviews of IPCC Working Group II can be 

found at IPCC WG II (2006). 

  

Despite this careful and transparent scrutiny, mistakes have been identified in early 2010 in the IPCC AR4 and received a 

flurry of coverage in the blogosphere and the mainstream media. In response to these concerns, a review of internal IPCC 

processes and procedures is underway (Webster 2010, InterAcademy Council 2010). It has been suggested that the IPCC 

establish a webpage with errata and corrections (e.g.  Watson 2010, Yohe et al 2010, Netherlands Environmental 

Assessment Agency 2010a). Regardless of mistakes in the IPCC AR4, new observations and findings since 2007 

strengthen the case for anthropogenic impacts on climate.  

 

While several criticisms have centered on IPCC’s use of non peer-reviewed literature, IPCC guidelines clearly articulate the 

need to recur to “gray” literature, including publications from government and international organizations, industry journals 

and conference proceedings, especially in the context of adaptation and mitigation activities (IPCC 2008, IPCC 2010a; see 

also Russell et al. 2010). Procedure dictates that when using such sources, the authors are compelled to critically assess 

and review the information and claims should always be based on multiple lines of evidence (IPCC 2008, IPCC 2010a). 

Bibliometric analysis of the Third Assessment Report (TAR) indicates that 84% of the references of Working Group I are 

peer-reviewed, while peer-reviewed articles make up 59% and 36% in Working Group reports II and III respectively 

(Bjurström 2010). This is consistent with the needs as expressed in the IPCC procedures. 

 

Five specific claims about observed or potential climate change impacts have been the focus of criticism of the integrity of 

the IPCC AR4 report and of the IPCC as an institution. These are as follows:  The statement that Himalayan glaciers are 

likely to melt by 2035; attribution of observed trends in disaster losses to climate change; the threat of drastic losses in 

Amazon forest cover in response to small changes in precipitation resulting from climate change; the potential for dramatic 

decrease in crop yield across Africa in response to climate change; and the percentage of the territory of the Netherlands 

that is below sea level and therefore highly vulnerable to rising sea levels caused by climate change. We address each in 

turn below.  

 

Himalayan glaciers:  On January 17, Leake and Hastings (2010) noted errors in two statements in section 6.2 of Chapter 

10 of the Working Group II report on Impacts, Adaptation, and Vulnerability (IPCC WGII  2007, p. 493-494):  

 

"Glaciers in the Himalaya are receding faster than in any other part of the world (see Table 10.9) and, if the present rate 

continues, the likelihood of them disappearing by the year 2035 and perhaps sooner is very high if the Earth keeps warming 

at the current rate. Its total area will likely shrink from the present 500,000 to 100,000 km2 by the year 2035 (WWF, 2005).”  

 

The first and second sentences contradict each other (disappearance versus 80% loss).  The area of 500,000km2 in the 

second sentence refers to the entirety of extra-polar glaciers and the correct year was 2350, not 2035 (Banerjee and Collins 

2010).  A further concern is the reference. The World Wildlife Foundation report cited a 1999 article in New Scientist, which 

in turn was based on an interview. Banerjee and Collins (2010) provide compelling evidence that the most likely source of 

the phrasing is in fact an article from an Indian environmental magazine by Chettri in 1999. This article also seems to be the 

primary source of IPCC Table 10.9, in which there is an arithmetic error:  

 

“Pindari Glacier (Uttaranchal); Period: 1845 to 1966; Retreat of snout in m: 2,840; Average retreat in m/year: 135.2.” 

 

The speed of retreat should be 23 m/year. An analogous table in the WWF report is quite different, and it does not include 

the arithmetic mistake, despite claims to the contrary (Rose 2010).  

 

Some of these errors were identified by reviewers of the second-order draft of Chapter 10 but, unfortunately, they were not 

corrected in the final version (IPCC WGII 2006, Banerjee and Collins 2010). Thus it is clear that the strict IPCC procedures 
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(validation of non-peer reviewed sources followed by careful attention to the government and expert reviews) were not 

followed in this case. 

 

The IPCC issued a response to the criticisms, acknowledging the error and regretting the “poor application of well-

established IPCC procedures” (IPCC 2010b). Uncontested scientific projections of glacier decline are provided in Chapters 

4 and 10 of Working Group I, which apparently were not consulted by the authors of Working Group II (RealClimate 2010c).  

 

Banerjee and Collins (2010) carry out a thorough analysis of the source of the mistaken information and of the media 

commentary, remarking upon “the challenges of reading and reproducing electronic information in our globalized world.” 

They note that almost every media accounting of the glacier error a mistake, either by omission or by repeating an error 

from earlier accounts.   

 

Notwithstanding the factual errors and incorrect referencing in this single case, glaciers worldwide are indisputably 

retreating (Arndt et al. 2010, p. S49). For example, Lopez et al. (2010) show that the majority of 72 Patagonian glaciers 

retreated over the last 60 years, with shrinking of up to 37%, while glacier extent in regions of the Tien Shan Mountains of 

central Asia has decreased between 9 and 19% in the last 30 years (Narama et al. 2010).  

 

Improper attribution of disaster losses to climate change: Chapter 1 of Working Group II (IPCC WGII 2007, p. 100) 

addresses an increase in disaster losses that may be attributed to climate change: 

 

“A global catalogue of catastrophe losses was constructed (Muir-Wood et al., 2006), normalised to account for changes that 

have resulted from variations in wealth and the number and value of properties located in the path of the catastrophes […] 

Once the data were normalised, a small statistically significant trend was found for an increase in annual catastrophe loss 

since 1970 of 2% per year (see Supplementary Material Figure SM1.1).” 

 

Leake (2010a) on January 24 claimed that these statements and chart SM1.1 from the Supplementary Material originated in 

a 2006 study by Muir-Wood et al. that was still unpublished at the time of the cut-off to be included in the IPCC. Quoting 

Roger Pielke Jr, an expert in losses associated with hurricanes and storms, Leake (2010a) asserts that the wording on p 

100 of Working Group II does not reflect the consensus understanding at the time, which is that the trend to greater losses 

can be explained solely by socio-economic factors.  In fact, the research finding mentioned is not found within the Muir-

Wood 2006 reference, but was instead published in 2008 (RMS 2010). 

 

The IPCC issued a statement noting that the presentation of studies on disaster losses was balanced as it also discussed 

research attributing observed trends to increased coastal populations and wealth (IPCC 2010c). While allowing that the bulk 

of the information is not in the publication referenced by the IPCC, Muir-Wood (RMS 2010) has indicated that it was an 

appropriate citation because the complete study had been accepted for publication, and because the referenced work was 

the only study of global multi-peril losses that had been normalized for exposure (RMS 2010). They agree that the graph 

that was used in the Supplementary Material should not have been included. 

 

The discussion of normalized losses and a graph similar to the one found in the final version’s Supplementary Material was 

not present in the first-order draft.  A version of the graph was used in the second-order draft of Chapter 1 with a reference 

to an unpublished paper by Miller and Muir-Wood (IPCC WGII 2006). Five expert reviewers expressed concerns about the 

reference (an unpublished study), the graph and the interpretation, so the figure was modified and moved to the 

Supplementary Material. The Miller and Muir-Wood paper was replaced with the published study by Muir-Wood et al. 

Comments about the interpretation reflected the active ongoing debate about disaster losses.  

 

The discussion appears to be primarily a case of improper referencing, but without any factual error. While there continues 

to be academic debate on the role of climate change in the increase in disaster losses, an increased frequency of extreme 
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precipitation events is widely accepted (e.g. US GCRP 2009, Arndt et al. 2010). For example, Spierre and Wake (2010) 

found a statistically significant increase in rainfall in the northeastern US where two-inch precipitation events have increased 

in frequency for 92% of the 219 stations examined. 

 

Amazonian vulnerability to drought:  Chapter 13 of Working Group II on Impacts, Adaptation, and Vulnerability in Latin 

America states (IPCC WGII 2007, p. 596):  

 

“Up to 40% of the Amazonian forests could react drastically to even a slight reduction in precipitation; this means that the 

tropical vegetation, hydrology and climate system in South America could change very rapidly to another steady state, not 

necessarily producing gradual changes between the current and the future situation (Rowell and Moore, 2000). It is more 

probable that forests will be replaced by ecosystems that have more resistance to multiple stresses caused by temperature 

increase, droughts and fires, such as tropical savannas.”   

 

Leake (2010b), based on research from North (2010a), expressed concerns with the statement and gray literature 

reference. Rowell and Moore (2000) make a similar assertion (on p. 15 of their report) about the vulnerability to drought, 

however their statement is not substantiated by the reference they cite, Nepstad et al. (1999), which focuses on the 

impacts of fires and logging. Leake quoted Simon Lewis, a tropical ecologist, as critical of the IPCC statement (Leake 

2010b). The reference and the statement were in both first-order and second-order drafts. Neither expert nor government 

reviewers challenged either the reference or the statement (IPCC WGII 2006).  

 

In response to the Leake article, Nepstad (2010) issued a statement that the IPCC wording is factually correct, noting that 

several articles that directly address the lack of resilience to drought were not included in the Rowell and Moore report. 

Lewis submitted a complaint to the UK Press Complaint Commission alleging that Leake (2010b) was “materially 

misleading” (Lewis 2010, Adam 2010).  

 

This is a case of factual accuracy and incorrect referencing. As in the case of the Himalayan glaciers, the IPCC authors 

failed to validate the primary reference. In this case, abundant peer-reviewed literature existed to support the statement 

(see Nepstad 2010 for references). Recent findings confirm the IPCC statement and indicate enhanced concern regarding 

the ability of Amazonian forests to recover from drought. For example, Phillips et al. (2009) found that the 2005 drought led 

to long-term increase in tree mortality and that the forest switched from taking up carbon dioxide to releasing it back to the 

atmosphere. 

 

African crop yields: The Synthesis for Policy Makers (SPM) of Working Group II (IPCC WGII 2007, p.13) states:  

 

“In some [African] countries, yields from rain-fed agriculture could be reduced by up to 50% by 2020,”  

 

The statement links back to section 9.4 of the Working Group II report (Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability) on Africa. 

 

“In other countries, additional risks that could be exacerbated by climate change include greater erosion, deficiencies in 

yields from rain-fed agriculture of up to 50% during the 2000-2020 period, and reductions in crop growth period (Agoumi, 

2003),” 

 

On February 7, Leake (2010c), using again research from North (2010b), questioned the statements in the Synthesis for 

Policy Makers and in Chapter 9. Although the discussion of negative and positive impacts risk is more nuanced in Chapter 9 

than in the SPM, the agricultural impact appears to apply generally to Africa, although the Agoumi (2003) study is limited to 

Morocco, Tunisia, and Algeria. The concern, as noted by North, arises in tracing the information further. Agoumi’s 

statements regarding agricultural impacts are not referenced clearly. The primary sources seem to be the national reports to 

the COP-7 (Algeria 2001, Morocco 2001, Tunisia 2001), legitimate IPCC references. The Moroccan report identifies a 
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potential decrease of 50% in cereal crop yield during drought years by 2020 (Morocco 2001, p. 11), while the Algeria report 

describes a modeled reduction in yield of 5 to 8% for different scenarios by 2020 (Algeria 2001, Table 49, p. 95). The 50% 

decrease in rain-fed agriculture thus refers to Morocco, not to African nations in general. 

 

The sentence in Chapter 9 and the reference to Agoumi do not appear in either the first- or second-order drafts which 

express agricultural vulnerability due to climate change in terms of impacts on GDP (IPCC WGII 2006). In the government 

review of the second-order draft, Finland noted that expressing impacts on agriculture as a change in GDP tends to 

underemphasize the potential impact of the decreases in water supply for rain-fed agriculture in northern Africa, which were 

discussed elsewhere in the chapter. This might have led to the addition of a statement regarding impacts for northern 

Africa, but which failed to explicitly indicate the regional scope.  

 

This is a case of factual imprecision (it was only substantiated for Morocco) and sketchy referencing. It is unfortunately also 

a case where precision and careful attribution were especially important. The claim of a 50% reduction in rain-fed 

agriculture by 2020 has been repeated more generally for Africa in various instances, such as for example by IPCC 

Chairman Pachauri (Flynn 2008). Recent research indicates considerable regional variability in the impacts of climate 

change on agriculture. While Lobell et al. (2008) found that crop yields of several food-insecure nations of southern Africa 

will be negatively impacted by projected changes in temperature and precipitation, model projections for eastern Africa 

suggest that enhanced precipitation and the CO2 fertilization effect will increase yields (Doherty et al. 2010). 

 

Area of the Netherlands that is below sea level: In Chapter 12 of Working Group II on Europe (IPCC WGII 2007, p. 547) 

it is stated:  

 

“The Netherlands is an example of a country highly susceptible to both sea-level rise and river flooding because 55% of its 

territory is below sea level where 60% of its population lives and 65% of its Gross National Product (GNP) is produced.” 

 

In fact, twenty per cent of the country is below sea level, and twenty-nine per cent is susceptible to river flooding 

(Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency 2010b). When this erroneous addition of overlapping areas was identified, 

the Dutch Environment Minister expressed displeasure, saying she had based environmental policies on the IPCC report; 

however, it was soon revealed that the Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency itself had provided the incorrect 

information (Handelsblad 2010).  This phrase did not appear until the second-order draft, in a slightly different form but with 

the same 55% value; no country or expert reviewer identified the error (IPCC WGII 2006).  

 

The Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency has subsequently issued a correction in wording: that instead of “55% 

of the territory is below sea level”, that “55% of the Netherlands is at risk of flooding” (Netherlands Environmental 

Assessment Agency 2010b). 

 

This is a factual error, but it does not have any effect on any of the main conclusions of the report.  

 

IPCC review:  January and February 2010 saw a flurry of reporting about the above mistakes, often accompanied by 

allegations of excessive influence of advocacy groups, in the mainstream media (e.g. Ball and Johnson 2010) and the 

blogosphere. On March 10, the IPCC announced that the InterAcademy Council, which represents the national academies 

of science of over fifteen countries, would lead a review of the IPCC internal processes and procedures including 

management functions, use of non-peer reviewed literature and modes of communication with the public (Webster 2010). 

The focus of the review will be on future reports but past “mistakes” may be used as case studies (Farenthold 2010).  The 

InterAcademy Council Review of the IPCC commenced in May  2010; results will be presented at the October meeting of 

the IPCC (Black 2010). Initial presentations can be seen at the review webpage (InterAcademy Council 2010). 
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The Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency was tasked by the Dutch Parliament in January 2010 with evaluating 

potential errors in the regional chapters on climate change impacts of the IPCC WGII (2007). They concluded that the 

section on summary conclusions was error-free, although it tended to emphasize negative impacts; they noted that this was 

the agreed-upon approach for AR4, but suggested a broader range of impacts be included in the next assessment 

(Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency 2010a). While the regional chapters presented strong evidence of climate 

change impacts and risks, the Agency felt that the background evidence in some cases was not always transparent and 

recommended that the reasoning behind the expert judgments be more explicit. They also recommended stricter quality 

control in referencing (Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency 2010a). 

 

The structure of the IPCC and the 6-year reporting process have been debated in the past but the recent criticisms, 

especially following the theft of the University of East Anglia emails, has revitalized the discussion. Thoughtful ideas from 

five climate scientists about alternative structures for IPCC can be found in a Nature opinion piece (Hulme et al. 2010). 

Suggestions include more stringent enforcement of the current model; more frequent shorter reports; breaking it up into 

three organizations focusing on science, regional  impacts, and policy analysis; and wikipedia-style contributions. No matter 

what the proposed final form, critics and supporters alike heartily recommend a transparent forum to identify and correct 

mistakes (e.g. Watson 2010, Pielke Jr 2010, Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency 2010a). 

 

Conclusion: The IPCC reports undergo significant scrutiny, with multiple levels of review, but that scrutiny sometimes fails, 

as is inevitable in a 3000 page document with over 18,000 references. Despite frequent claims to the contrary, IPCC 

guidelines allow the use of non-peer reviewed literature as a source reference. In the cases examined above, the proper 

procedure of careful evaluation of multiple sources was not effectively carried out.  However, none of these cases of 

incorrect referencing change the fundamental conclusions of the report which have been substantiated by subsequent 

research. 

 

3.1.c. Claim: Climate models are defective  

We do not rely only on models for our understanding of the effect of greenhouse gases on climate. Theory (i.e. the physics 

and chemistry of the planet’s atmosphere and ocean) and observations are the foundation of our ability to understand 

climate and to assess and quantify forcing and impacts. Models represent the most formal way in which to project and 

quantify future conditions. Despite well known limitations to climate models, such as describing small time and space 

scales, or the dynamics of clouds or aerosols, they are able to simulate past and present climate changes.  

 

As it is impossible to conduct repeated experiments on the earth’s atmosphere, computer models are indispensable in 

allowing scientists to understand how the earth system will respond to changes in various parameters, such as continued 

increase in levels of greenhouse gases. Models allow us to project the likely climate of the future. To entirely validate such 

models would require waiting for 50 to 100 years to see if the prediction was true. Given the inefficiency of this approach, 

model predictions are compared with data for historical periods for which good climate records exist. If a mismatch between the 

model’s predictions and the known record occurs, then the model is reexamined, adjusted and improved (or eventually 

discarded). Thus, the process by which climate models are developed is consistent with the scientific method (Downie et al. 

2009). 

 

Computer models are tools and as such are designed to answer specific questions, from climate variation at global scales 

to weather patterns in a small region. A model that simulates the global climate for hundreds of years is not a good tool to 

look at day to day variations in a small geographic region, and vice versa. As computers become faster, greater complexity 

can be included in the models. Current climate models are designed to address hundred-year variability but they 

increasingly include improved representation of internal variability on shorter time scales.  

 

Trying to understand  natural climate variability is an active area of climate research (for example efforts to understand the 

spatial patterns associated with the Medieval Warm Period or the Little Ice Age in Mann et al. 2009). Several different 
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approaches are taken in this regard, frequently by comparing output from models that look at century scales and those that 

address seasonal to inter-annual (year to year) variability.  Variability on the decade- to-decade scale   is a current area of 

open research and still a very new endeavor partly because the instrumental temperature record is relatively short. The fact 

that models cannot provide unequivocal representation or understanding of all scales of natural climate variability does not 

diminish the importance of anthropogenic perturbations to the climate system in the form of greenhouse gases.  

 

Our confidence in climate models comes from three major points: (a) climate models are based on established physical 

laws and on observations; (b) climate models show increasing skill in reproducing average distributions, temporal changes, 

and variability when compared with observations; and (c) climate models reproduce past climates and past changes (IPCC 

WGI 2007, p. 117-118).That said, climate models have limitations.  Any process for which we have limited scientific 

understanding or observations, such as clouds, aerosols, or regional climate dynamics, cannot be represented properly in 

models. 

 

Clouds: According to the IPCC, the largest source of uncertainty, as well as the cause of discrepancies among models in 

predictions of global average temperatures, is the representation of clouds (IPCC WGI 2007, p. 275). Clouds generally 

warm the earth by absorbing infrared radiation, but because they are light-colored, they are also effective at reflecting 

sunlight, thus counteracting the warming of the greenhouse effect (IPCC WGI 2007, p. 99). Clouds are physically small 

compared to model resolution and any change in type, location, altitude, water content, shape or lifetime affects whether 

and how much the cloud warms or cools (Grumbine 2010). Research is actively underway to improve our understanding 

and the ability of models to represent clouds effectively.  

 

Aerosols: Aerosols, small particles or liquid droplets suspended in the atmosphere, play a direct role in climate by 

influencing the absorption or reflection of radiation and an indirect one by allowing water vapor to condense upon them, 

thus affecting cloud characteristics. Natural aerosols include sea spray or dust. Some aerosols, such as sulfate aerosols, 

are produced naturally (such as volcanoes) and by human activities. Most aerosols counter the greenhouse effect by 

reducing the amount of sunlight (radiation) that reaches the surface and increasing the amount that leaves the earth 

through scattering (Wild 2009).  

 

Surface radiation measured on the ground and by satellite decreased noticeably between the 1960s and the 1990s (also 

called global dimming) and increased from the 1990s to the present (global brightening). These two periods correspond to 

growing industrial emissions of aerosols and subsequent regulatory reductions of emissions. In locations where air pollution 

is less regulated, the observed brightening has been less. Thus despite reduced emissions, the planet remains under the 

effect of dimming. Although the IPCC AR4 climate models reproduce both dimming and brightening, they underestimate the 

magnitude. This is likely due to the uncertainty in estimates of historic emissions and aerosol burden, because when 

models have access to improved estimates, the magnitude of dimming and brightening is closer to observations (Wild 

2009).  

 

Subclaim: Aerosols and their decrease due to pollution control explain the observed warming trend. This claim 

does not correspond to the timing of recent reduction in aerosols and increased warming. The fastest rate of warming 

started after the mid-70s while aerosol reduction did not have a noticeable effect until the 1990s. Furthermore, aerosol-

induced dimming is still cooling air temperatures. The observed changes can only be explained by warming due to 

greenhouse gases onto which the shifts due to dimming/brightening are superimposed (Wild 2009). 

 

Small spatial scales: Errors also derive from processes that occur at small physical or temporal scale. Since climate 

models need to represent conditions over the entire globe for long time periods, computational capacity limits the degree to 

which small scales can be resolved. Schiermeier (2010) recently included regional climate forecasts (i.e., forecasts that 

depend on model resolution) among the “real holes” in climate science that require further research.  The challenge is 
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multiple: computational capacity, understanding of the interaction of regional and large scale processes, and good 

observational data over time.  

 

Conclusion: Despite the uncertainties of clouds, aerosols, and spatial resolution, climate models are increasingly able to 

reproduce a range of physical processes and feedbacks. They unanimously predict warming with increasing greenhouse 

gases of a magnitude consistent with estimates independently derived from observed climate changes and past climate 

reconstructions.  

 

3.2. CO2 is not responsible for any warming of the Earth system that may be occurring. 

3.2.a. Claim: The greenhouse gas signature is missing from in the tropical atmosphere  

Simulations of Earth’s climate responding to greenhouse gas forcing show warming at the surface and through the 

troposphere (extending about 16 km, 10 miles, above the surface) and cooling in the stratosphere (the layer above the 

troposphere). This prediction has been confirmed by observations (Karl et al. 2006, Arndt et al. 2010). Models additionally 

predict that warming, whether in response to GHGs or to increased solar forcing, is greater in the upper troposphere 

(altitudes of 5 to 16 km) of the tropics than at the surface, in what is known as vertical intensification. Although the 

tropospheric “hot spot” is not a signature of GHG forcing, it is often mistakenly considered to be (e.g. Nova 2009). Until 

recently radiosonde and satellite observations did not show increased warming in the upper troposphere relative to the 

surface in the tropics. However, new observational datasets and updates of older ones are consistent with modeled 

warming trends at the surface and in the upper troposphere (Santer et al. 2008). 

 

Prior to about 2006, upper tropospheric temperature measured by satellites and weather balloons (radiosondes) showed 

slight cooling over the last 20 to 30 years. Subsequently, this observed cooling trend was found to result from systematic 

errors in the satellite temperature data: Karl et al. (2006) noted that the newer satellite and weather balloon datasets 

showed “no significant discrepancy” between the warming trends at the surface and in the upper troposphere on the global 

scale, as seen in the computer model results. However, modeled and observed temperature changes still could not be 

reconciled in the tropics (Karl et al. 2006). 

 

Douglass et al. (2008) reported that the discrepancy between modeled and observed trends in temperature at the surface 

and in the upper troposphere exceeded the uncertainty associated with either models or observations. They interpreted 

their results as evidence that computer models are seriously flawed, rendering climate projections untrustworthy. However, 

when Santer et al. (2008) applied a statistical test to the same data as Douglass et al., in addition to updated and new 

datasets, the observed temperature trends in the tropics were consistent with modeled ones at all heights. They noted that 

Douglass et al. (2008) had neglected the effect of interannual variability and used old versions of observational data. 

Improved tropical surface temperature estimates show a slightly reduced warming trend, while new inter-satellite 

comparisons lead to greater warming in the upper troposphere (Santer et al. 2008), in both cases moving observational 

data closer to the relationship predicted by models.  

 

Rapid glacier melt provides corroborating evidence of vertical intensification of warming in the tropics. Thompson et al. 

(2009) consider the tropospheric hot spot a likely driver of the widespread mass loss and retreat of glaciers at high altitude 

(over 5km) in the tropics. The Quelccaya Ice Cap (Peru, ~13oS) is shrinking at the margins despite consistent accumulation 

rates at the summit. This is consistent with warmer air temperatures aloft. Vertical intensification is also thought to play a 

role in explaining the retreat and thinning of the ice fields in Mt Kilimanjaro (Tanzania, ~3oS), which have persisted for 

11,700 years, even throughout a 300-year drought 4200 years ago (Thompson et al. 2009).   

 

Conclusion: Climate models predict that GHGs cause cooling in the stratosphere and warming at the surface and 

throughout the troposphere. Observations are consistent with these predictions.  Furthermore, new measurements in the 

tropics suggest greater warming in the upper troposphere than at the surface, as predicted by the models. Although the 
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tropospheric hot spot is not unique to greenhouse gas forcing, the new observational data lend support to climate 

simulations. 

 

3.2.b. Claim: The Medieval Warm Period was just as warm or warmer than today, so GHG emissions don’t affect 

climate 

The comparison between temperatures today and during the Medieval Warm Period (MWP, approximately between 950 

and 1250CE) is at the heart of criticisms of the hockey stick. Evidence for the MWP comes from historical accounts and 

from various proxy records of temperature. However, the paucity of data prior to 1600 makes it very hard to derive a 

hemispheric or global average temperature. Furthermore, statements comparing the MWP and the present frequently 

correspond to inconsistent time periods. Warm periods at any time between 800 and 1500 may be called the MWP, while 

“the present” can refer to the end of a specific proxy record or to an unspecified time of instrumental measurements. In any 

case, a warm MWP does not disprove the role of GHGs in the current warming episode.  

 

The average global or hemispheric temperature for the MWP is highly uncertain because of the small number of proxy 

records (NAS 2006, p. 18-19, IPCC WGI 2007, p. 468-469). Of over 1200 proxy records of annually and decadally resolved 

temperatures, only 50 records extended to 1000 CE and 36 records to 500 CE (Mann et al. 2008). This study found 

average northern hemisphere temperature was at most 0.4oC warmer between 950 and 1150 CE than during the base 

period of 1961-1990, but was still cooler than average temperatures after 1990. Temperature between 950 and 1250 CE 

was not uniformly warm according to Mann et al. (2009): central Eurasia, northwestern North America and the equatorial 

Pacific were cooler than the base period (1961-1990).  

 

Frank et al. (2010) used 521 ensembles of proxy-based reconstructions to conclude that northern hemisphere average 

temperature in the warmest pre-anthropogenic period (1071-1100, during the MWP) was 0.38oC warmer than the coldest 

period in the past millennium (1601-1630); by contrast temperatures were 0.7oC warmer in 1971-2000 than in 1601-1630. 

Likewise a reconstruction of circum-Arctic summer temperatures (north of 60oN) using multiple proxies from lake sediments 

and ice cores, in addition to tree rings, revealed a 2000-year cooling trend caused by well-known changes in the orbit of the 

earth, with only moderately warmer temperatures around 1000 CE (Kaufman et al. 2009). The authors noted that the 

circum-Arctic average temperature during the late 20th century was about 1.4°C warmer than expected based on extrapolating 

the trend of the previous 1900 years. Tropical mountain glaciers, mentioned above, provide a robust indicator that 

temperatures during the MWP were not greater than today at those sites.  There, Thompson and coworkers have 

documented melting in the late 20th century where no ice had melted for thousands of years.   

 

The Medieval Warm Period Project (CO2 Science 2010) compiles peer-reviewed papers to build a case that the MWP was 

warmer for most of the planet than current conditions (Nova 2010). However, closer examination indicates that evidence for 

the MWP corresponds to various non-concurrent periods between 450 and 1500CE: for example between 450 to 900CE for 

Chesapeake Bay (Cronin et al. 2003); 1100 to 1400CE for New Zealand (Wilson et al. 1979); or 1200 to 1300CE in 

Switzerland (Fillipi et al. 1999). The definition of “current” conditions is equally vague: with different definitions for “today” or 

“the present,” and with many proxies that do not reach the warmer second half of the 20th century.  Without carefully 

evaluating the precise bounds of the study period, study compilation can be misleading.  

 

While the sparse data and the imprecise bounds of the MWP make it very difficult to conclusively affirm whether the world 

was as warm as today, the fact of whether or not it was warmer does not impact the case of anthropogenic warming 

(RealClimate 2005a). Earth’s climate varies naturally over all time scales and there have been much warmer periods in 

Earth history. The observed warming today is consistent with basic physics of greenhouse gases and the planet’s heat 

budget. It cannot be reproduced in models that do not include anthropogenic emissions of GHGs (IPCC WGI 2007, p. 120-

121), i.e. there is no known natural forcing that could account for the observations.  
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Conclusion:  Northern hemisphere temperatures in the MWP may have been comparable to today, but the estimates have 

high uncertainty because there are so few records and spatial coverage is spotty. However, a MWP warmer than the last 

decade does not challenge the case for anthropogenic warming.  

 

3.2.c. Claim: Atmospheric CO2 levels rise hundreds of years after temperature in ice cores, so CO2 does not cause 

climate to change.   

The warming periods of the past are not identical to the current warming period. For the largest climate changes recorded 

by Antarctic ice cores, CO2 served as a feedback to amplify climate change that was initiated by other factors.  Today, rising 

concentrations of atmospheric CO2 and other greenhouse gases represent the primary factor initiating climate change. 

 

When interpreting the ice core data of past climate, scientists have always considered CO2 to be a feedback that amplifies 

changes in climate caused by other factors, rather than serving as the initial cause of climate change (e.g., Lorius et al. 

1990, Hansen et al. 2007).  Therefore, it is not surprising that changes in climate may precede changes in atmospheric 

CO2 by as much as a few hundred years (IPCC WGI 2007, p. 444).  The largest changes in temperature recorded in 

Antarctic ice cores are attributed to variability in Earth’s orbit (e.g., Kawamura et al. 2007), also known as the Milankovitch 

hypothesis. Changes in temperature and CO2 are highly correlated over the past 800,000 years (Lüthi et al., 2008), 

supporting the view that CO2 serves to amplify climate change that is initiated by variability in Earth’s orbit.   

 

It is sometimes claimed that warming climate caused CO2 to rise “because as the oceans warm they release more CO2” 

(Nova 2009, p. 5). While warm water indeed holds less gas (including CO2) than cold water, the well-known temperature 

dependence of CO2 solubility in seawater is such that the ocean cannot outgas sufficient carbon dioxide to explain either 

the observed rise in CO2 or its correlation with temperature (Broecker 1982).  Current scientific thinking attributes the 

changes in the CO2 content of the atmosphere to climate-related variability in winds and ocean currents which regulate the 

exchange of gases (including CO2) between the atmosphere and the deep sea (Anderson et al. 2009).   

 

The climate changes of the past do not undermine the evidence that the current warming is caused by anthropogenic CO2. 

They demonstrate that multiple factors have affected past changes in climate, just as they do today. Observations and 

theory indicate that the current warming is caused primarily by increased atmospheric concentrations of CO2, and that 

human activities are the main source of the increase in CO2 (e.g. IPCC WGI 2007, p. 448).  

 

Conclusion: Different processes can and do affect climate concurrently. The correlation of records of atmospheric CO2 and 

Antarctic temperature over the past 800,000 years indicates the important role that CO2 played in the transition out of the 

ice ages: to amplify the warming attributed to variability in Earth’s orbit. In the present situation, atmospheric GHGs are 

increasing due to human activities. 

 

3.2.d. Earth’s climate is driven only by the sun  

While Earth’s climate is undoubtedly driven by the sun, the sun is not the only factor that determines climate. The 

observations of warming since the second half of the 20th century cannot be explained by solar activity because it has been 

decreasing.  

 

Direct measurements of solar activity have only been possible since the 1960s (Lean 2010, Lockwood 2010). Sunspots, 

areas of the sun’s surface that appear darker in a telescope, have been observed since the invention of telescopes in 1610. 

Sunspots are associated with intense magnetic activity, or solar wind, which encloses the solar system and deflects galactic 

cosmic radiation (GCR). Solar activity and sunspot number follow an approximate 11-year cycle. Records beyond 1610 

come from radionuclides that form as GCR penetrates the atmosphere; these are stored in tree rings and polar ice deposits. 

Atmospheric and biological processes also impact the concentrations of these isotopes so their use to infer GCR in the past 

should be applied with caution. 
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Observed trends in total solar irradiance are inconsistent with current climate shifts (Lockwood 2010). Several studies that 

quantify the impact of irradiance on climate find that it cannot explain more than 15% of trends in temperature since the 

1950s (e.g. Erlykin 2009, Benestad and Schmidt 2009; see also Cook 2009). In fact, recent solar activity has been the 

lowest since the early 20th century (NASA 2009, Lockwood 2010). Feulner and Rahmstorf (2010) assessed the potential 

impact of an extended solar minimum on 21st century temperature projections. They found that for emission scenarios close 

to business as usual, projected temperature increases between 3.7-4.5oC  for 2100 would be reduced by no more 0.3oC.  

 

Although climate predictions from sunspots have long been attempted, the predictions have not held up (Weart 2008, Lean 

and Rind 1996). Svensmark (2007) proposed a causal relationship by which GCR ionizes the atmosphere and creates 

condensation nuclei that increase the cover due to low clouds that then cool the earth. However, global satellite earth 

observations indicate that cloud cover and GCR are not consistently correlated (e.g. Kristjansson et al. 2008). Reported 

correlations often rely on lags (inconsistent with rapid cloud dynamics), apply only to restricted time periods, or use 

questionable data sets (e.g. Kristjansson et al. 2008, Lockwood 2010).  Kulmala et al. (2010) bypassed concerns about 

cloud datasets by directly comparing atmospheric aerosol formation and GCR between 1996 and 2008 and found no 

relationship between the two. 

 

Conclusion: While the importance of the sun as a driver of Earth climate is undeniable, the measured changes in solar 

activity in the last fifty years cannot explain the observed warming as they would instead lead to cooling. The hypothesis 

that GCR increases cloud cover via cloud condensation nuclei is not supported by observations of aerosol formation and 

comparison with cloud data is inconsistent with measurements of GCR. 

 

3.2.e. Claim: Water vapor is the most prevalent greenhouse gas. 

Although water vapor plays a primary role in the natural greenhouse effect, that does not diminish the impact of CO2-

induced warming.  The concentration of water vapor is a positive feedback: as the earth warms, the atmosphere can hold 

more water vapor, which, in turn, warms it further.  

 

Water vapor is by mass and volume the most prevalent greenhouse gas and contributes the most to the natural greenhouse 

effect. The second most important natural greenhouse gas is CO2. By elevating the global average temperature by 33oC, 

the greenhouse effect makes the earth habitable. Anthropogenic emissions of CO2 have intensified the greenhouse effect, 

thus warming the planet even further. Because of its positive feedback effect, water vapor approximately doubles the 

warming associated with carbon dioxide (IPCC WGI 2007, p. 99).  

 

Atmospheric water vapor increases in response to warming because high temperatures increase evaporation and a warm 

atmosphere can hold more water vapor. Thus water vapor exacerbates the greenhouse effect under warming conditions in 

a classical positive feedback (IPCC WGI 2007, p. 135). The rapid response of water vapor to changes in temperature give it 

a short residence time in the atmosphere compared to that of carbon dioxide.  The CO2 that humans add to the atmosphere 

will cause concentrations to remain elevated for centuries. If the atmosphere cools or warms because of shifts in solar 

activity, carbon dioxide will not respond. By contrast, water vapor will increase with higher temperatures, in turn warming the 

earth more, but under cooler conditions it leaves the atmosphere in the form of precipitation. That is why it is considered a 

feedback and not forcing (RealClimate 2005b).  

 

Conclusion: Although water vapor plays an important role in the natural greenhouse effect and as a positive feedback, CO2 

and other GHGs are perturbing the natural system.  

 

Subclaim: Climate models cannot simulate the effect of water vapor because they lack detailed cloud physics.  

Despite the complexity of small scale cloud processes, the positive feedback of water vapor is simulated effectively in 

current climate models, as is confirmed by the models’ ability to reproduce temporal shifts in temperature due to volcanic 

eruptions or El Niño events and to simulate outgoing radiation. 
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Climate models rely on large-scale processes to govern changes and redistribution of water vapor, a key variable for the 

water cycle. Modeling the water cycle is an object of active research because precipitation is so important to characterize 

climate, yet the complex small scale processes that govern humidity and cloud formation are not described in full detail in 

climate models. However, recently available satellite observations show that models effectively depict the feedback 

associated with water vapor. Models are able to successfully reproduce observed changes in temperature and atmospheric 

humidity through El Nino cycles and volcanic eruptions (Dessler and Sherwood 2009 and references therein). Even in a 

set of models with known biases in reproducing humidity and temperature, the net effect of water vapor on outgoing 

radiation was consistent with satellite observations over a range of climate conditions and time scales (Chung et al. 2010).  

 

Conclusion: Water vapor in the atmosphere is governed primarily by large-scale processes which are effectively expressed 

in current climate models. The positive feedback effect of water vapor is confirmed. 

 

3.2.f. Claim: CO2 in the atmosphere is already absorbing all of the infrared radiation that it can. 

Carbon dioxide in the atmosphere absorbs radiation logarithmically, such that any doubling of CO2 concentration leads to 

an equivalent change in absorbed energy. Pre-industrial levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere cause substantial 

radiation absorption. Anthropogenic increases in carbon dioxide cause further absorption (over a broader range of 

wavelengths) and change the height distribution of the absorption. These effects generate warming and they are fully 

incorporated in current climate models. CO2 in the atmosphere absorbs infrared radiation (IR) over a band, or range, of 

wavelengths.  Near the center of the band the IR is absorbed completely by existing levels of CO2.  Thus, adding more CO2 

to the atmosphere will not cause more IR to be absorbed at wavelengths near the center of the CO2 absorption band. 

However, adding CO2 to the atmosphere effectively widens the band of wavelengths over which CO2 absorbs IR.  As a 

consequence of this broadening, any doubling of CO2 concentration leads to an equivalent change in absorbed energy 

(warming), amounting to about 4 W/m2 (Archer 2007). Adding increments of CO2 to the atmosphere will affect the heat 

budget, even if the next increment has a smaller warming effect than the preceding increment. This behavior is incorporated 

in physical analyses and in climate models. The ModTran program at University of Chicago (Archer and Archer 2009) can 

be used to estimate the radiative forcing associated with changes in carbon dioxide. 

 

Venus has 96% CO2 in its atmosphere and a surface temperature of 467oC. As more carbon dioxide is added to a planetary 

atmosphere, the layer in which CO2 is saturated becomes thicker and the level at which radiation can escape to space 

moves further away from the surface; this effectively warms the surface further (e.g. Allison et al. 2009). Venus illustrates 

what is known as the “runaway greenhouse effect,” but this shift in the heat distribution of the absorption occurs in Earth as 

well. Thus, increases in atmospheric carbon dioxide levels will continue to have a warming effect. 

 

Conclusion: The absorption of radiation by carbon dioxide is an integral part of current climate models and the logarithmic 

absorption of infrared radiation by CO2 is adequately accounted for.  The 4 W/m2 increase in heating is large compared to 

natural variability, for example, due to changes in solar output. 

 

Claim 3.2.g. Climate sensitivity is overestimated in current climate models 

Climate sensitivity is defined as the change in global mean temperature that occurs in response to a doubling of 

atmospheric carbon dioxide. Values ranging between 2 and 4.5oC are consistent with our understanding of forcing and 

responses of past and present climate. Lower estimates tend to disregard feedbacks, such as water vapor (see above), and 

delays associated with slower earth system components, such as the ocean.  

 

Some researchers argue that climate sensitivity is as little as 0.5 to 1°C (e.g. Lindzen 2009). Some low estimates assume that 

the positive feedbacks, such as changing albedo or water vapor content, are small or that negative feedbacks will 

compensate. Low climate sensitivities often ignore the delay between changes in the radiation balance and a resulting change 

in the surface temperature. Oceans absorb most of the additional energy trapped by the greenhouse gases, thus delaying the 

increase in surface temperature. Other feedbacks include melting ice or increased northern forest cover, which affect how much 
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light is reflected from the planet (albedo), or changes in cloud cover, which may amplify or dampen the progress of change 

(Kump et al. 2004). 

 

MIT professor of meteorology Richard Lindzen has researched several possible negative feedbacks.  In the Iris Hypothesis 

(Lindzen et al. 2001) cirrus clouds in the tropics would respond to high sea surface temperatures in a way that would 

reduce warming, much as the iris closes in the human eye in the presence of excessive light. Increased sea surface 

temperatures would enhance convection in the tropics and reduce the formation of high cirrus clouds.  This would allow 

more heat to escape the tropical regions and act as a negative feedback to decrease warming. However,  Lin et al. (2002) 

observed that while cirrus clouds indeed responded to warming surface ocean temperatures, the clouds then led to greater 

warming rather than less. Subsequent research confirms the warming effect of upper tropospheric clouds in response to 

increased ocean temperatures (Su et al 2008).  

 

Lindzen and Choi (2009) compared observations of radiation fluxes at the top of the atmosphere in the tropics and sea 

surface temperature with the output of eleven climate models. When the sea surface warmed, satellite measurements 

showed an increase in outgoing radiation, thus providing a negative feedback and, consequently, reducing climate 

sensitivity. This negative feedback was not replicated by the models, leading Lindzen and Choi (2009) to further conclude 

that climate predictions are compromised. However, Trenberth et al. (2010) noted that Lindzen and Choi’s assumption that 

the heat balance in the tropics is a closed system is incorrect: the intense heat exchange between tropics and subtropics 

mean that cloud variation does not depend solely on ocean surface temperature. Furthermore, the choice of time intervals 

used to carry out the analysis had a large impact on the results.  Shifting Lindzen and Choi’s chosen interval endpoints by a 

month caused the cloud-temperature relationship to disappear (Trenberth et al. 2010). Finally, the subset of models that 

Lindzen and Choi compared with the observations were limited in that they used incomplete forcings; the sea surface 

temperatures were fixed and unable to change in response to atmospheric forcing (Trenberth et al. 2010, Spencer 2009). 

Spencer (2009) also noted concerns with how the observed radiation fluxes were averaged to overcome drifting of the 

satellite orbit. For an overview of the concerns, see Revkin (2010) and RealClimate (2010a, 2010b). 

  

The study of past climate changes can also provide insight into the sensitivity of the climate system. During the Pliocene period, 

three to five million years ago, proxy temperatures indicate it was 3-4oC warmer in the tropics and 10oC warmer in the poles 

than in pre-industrial times. Independent estimates suggest Pliocene CO2 levels of around 400ppm (see references in 

Schneider and Schneider 2010). This evidence implies a far greater climate sensitivity than 2-4.5oC and suggests that 

long term feedbacks, such as widespread changes in vegetation or collapse of ice sheets, may determine higher equilibrium 

temperatures under even moderate increases in CO2 levels (e.g. Schneider and Schneider 2010).  

 

The complexity of feedback factors makes it difficult to determine the precise path that global warming will take, which in turn 

feeds debate about the value of climate sensitivity and of the threat posed by anthropogenic warming. Some scientists and other 

observers use this uncertainty to argue that climate change impacts may be small. A much larger number of experts asserts that 

while it is impossible to predict precisely how much warming will occur, models, first principles, and observations of past change, 

continue to affirm that it will be significant (IPCC WGI 2007, Knutti and Hegerl 2008).  

 

Conclusion: Quantifying climate sensitivity, or the change in global mean temperature in response to doubling CO2, is 

extremely complex because of the unknown rate and magnitude of feedbacks, such as changes in vegetation or ice cover. 

Attempts to identify negative feedback processes have not been borne out by observations. Furthermore, sensitivity values 

below 2.5oC cannot explain the observed climate changes of the past. 

 

3.3. Earth may be warming, and humans may be responsible, but we don’t need to act to stop it.   

3.3.a. Claim:  Increasing carbon dioxide will stimulate plant growth and improve agricultural yield  

Plant growth is stimulated by increased levels of CO2 under equal conditions of temperature and availability of water and 

nutrients. However, altered growing conditions due to projected shifts in climate will likely counter the fertilization effect in 
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large parts of the already food-insecure world. Experiments to quantify the impact of CO2 enrichment indicate that increased 

growth does not occur for all plant species and that nutritional content of crops is sometimes negatively impacted. 

 

Photosynthesis is the conversion of carbon dioxide and water into sugars through the effect of sunlight. As such, increasing 

carbon dioxide can enhance photosynthetic yield, especially in those plants known as C3, such as wheat or soybeans, 

whose photosynthetic apparatus is slightly less efficient in CO2 uptake than the C4 plants, such as corn (maize). Adding 

CO2 will lead to increased growth when there is adequate water, nitrogen, and phosphorus (IPCC WGI 2007, p. 526-527). 

To this end, commercial growers frequently increase air levels of carbon dioxide in greenhouses.  

 

However, the changes in atmospheric CO2 leading to climate change are accompanied by shifts in temperature and usually 

also rainfall. And the vast majority of world agriculture does not take place under controlled conditions such as in a 

greenhouse. Free Air CO2 Enrichment (FACE) is an approach to enrich CO2 in the atmosphere surrounding a terrestrial 

ecosystem without using chambers or walls (Brookhaven FACE Program 2009).  The photosynthetic response observed in 

FACE experiments varies widely, as factors other than carbon dioxide come to limit growth. Leakey et al. (2009) 

summarize twenty years of FACE studies: although photosynthesis is enhanced and efficiency of use of nitrogen and water 

improved under CO2 fertilization, crop plants undergo a smaller fertilization effect than expected from lab and chamber 

studies, and yield enhancement is less than observed in tree species.  

 

Furthermore, it has been found that even in species for which yield is stimulated, such as wheat, increased growth 

translates into more starch and less protein in the grain, with potentially negative impact on its nutritional value (Högy et al. 

2009). High CO2 conditions appear to favor enhanced production of cyanide (and less protein) in clover, a key foraging crop 

for livestock, thus reducing the nutritional content and requiring longer grazing time (Gleadow et al. 2009). Bloom et al. 

(2010) found that CO2 fertilization led to a reduction in uptake of nitrate, a primary source of nitrogen for food crops, and 

subsequent reduction in protein content of wheat; as the plants acclimate to higher carbon dioxide over time the crop yields 

fall.  

 

Impacts associated with increased temperature and with changing precipitation patterns as temperatures continue to rise 

can be either negative or positive depending on the location. Rising temperatures are of special concern because seed 

geneticists have long been selecting for drought resistance. It is particularly difficult to quantify the response of crop yield to 

temperature changes because the projected temperature shifts fall outside of historical observations (Lobell and Burke 

2008, Burke et al. 2009, Battisti and Naylor 2009).  Each degree Celsius of increased temperature, in the absence of 

water limitations, leads to an approximate drop in yield of 10% (Battisti and Naylor 2009).  

 

Schlenker and Roberts (2009) applied both a time-series and cross-sectional approach (which takes into account potential 

adaptation measures) and found that United States yields of wheat, soybeans, and cotton would decrease between 30 to 

82% by end of century depending on the climate change scenario.  The combination of higher temperature and changing 

rainfall patterns is estimated to have a net negative effect in several currently food-insecure regions, such as Africa and 

South Asia (Lobell et al. 2008, Burke et al. 2009). Other areas may benefit; for example, Doherty et al.  (2010) found that 

projections of enhanced precipitation and the CO2 fertilization effect will increase yields in eastern Africa. This is consistent 

with cross-sectional analyses for eleven African nations, which indicate significant differences in marginal climate impacts 

for irrigated versus dryland agriculture.  These analyses predict maximum negative impacts in locations that are currently 

dry and warm, while irrigated crops in cool areas are expected to show benefits (Kurukulasuriya et al. 2006). A more 

extensive cross-sectional study, applied to the sixteen agro-ecological regions of Africa, finds greater resilience of 

agriculture and livestock than suggested by Kurukulasuriya et al. (2006), although the degree of negative/positive impact 

depends greatly on the region and on the projected climate scenario (Seo et al. 2009). 

 

Conclusion: Although a fertilization effect due to increased CO2 will lead to enhanced photosynthesis on the short term and 

in some regions, crop yields will likely be impacted by rising temperature and shifts in water availability, especially in areas 
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that are already warm and dry. Unfortunately, regions that are already food-insecure are projected by some studies to suffer 

the greatest negative impacts.  

 

3.3.b. Claim:  Human societies have adapted to previous warming periods  

Although adaptation is possible, historical shifts in climate have never occurred under conditions of such high human 

population numbers. Natural resources and ecosystems are already taxed and further climate perturbation is likely to be 

disruptive. Climate shifts in the past have frequently been accompanied by collapse of governments or extensive mortality. 

Increasing population pressure exacerbates the likelihood of pandemics and the destabilization of food-insecure regions 

can lead to failed states and threats to global security.  

 

Humans have survived numerous past changes in climate, but survival of the species is a poor measure of the true 

consequences and costs associated with adaptation to climate change.  Archeology provides numerous examples of 

civilizations that failed to survive climate change (e.g. Diamond 2005; Weiss and Bradley 2001; de Menocal 2001; 

Brooks 2006).  North Africa has widespread remains of settlements that were abandoned at the end of the African Humid 

Period between 6000 and 5000 years ago (Kuper and Kröpelin 2006).  The Old Kingdom of Egypt (Hassan 1997; BBC 

2009) and the Akkadian Empire (de Menocal 2001) collapsed under stress associated with a multi-century drought ca. 

4200 years ago. Drought is also thought to have contributed to the collapse of Mayan and Anasazi cultures in the 9th and 

13th centuries, respectively (e.g. Diamond 2005).  

 

Human systems are thus a primary motivation to curtail greenhouse gas emissions. Not only will the projected climate 

change alter the world to which societies have adapted, but human population is already close to 7 billion and growing. 

Global society’s ability to provide adequate food, water, and shelter is already compromised by sheer numbers, but climate 

change will likely increase the challenge (e.g. Sachs 2008). Greenhouse gas concentrations have not been as high as they 

are today in at least 800,000 years. Global average temperatures have risen by approximately 0.7˚C in the past 100 years.  

We are undoubtedly an ingenious species, but we are entering uncharted territory in terms of our ability to adapt to a 

changing climate. Current patterns of human settlement and productive activity have evolved in the context of the prevailing 

climate in the 10,000 years since the end of the last ice age. It is optimistic to assume that we will be able to adapt to the 

changes that are likely to occur if greenhouse gas emissions continue on their present trajectory and if the climate response 

is consistent with current projections (e.g. Sokolov et al. 2009).  

 

While developed countries may be better able to cope with many of the changes, developing countries, home to nearly 80% 

percent of the world population, face imminent challenges. Climate change adds to the difficulties imposed by existing 

stressors such as poverty, food insecurity, unequal access to resources and weak governance (IPCC WGII 2007, p. 813). 

Broadly speaking, developing country governments have fewer resources to invest in building resilience. Likewise, poor 

communities and individuals have limited options for changing livelihoods in response to the impacts of climate change. The 

increased global temperatures and accompanying disruptions brought about by the addition of GHGs to the atmosphere will 

likely persist for a millennium after all emissions are halted (Solomon et al 2009). Temperatures will continue to rise with 

emissions, along with the risks of catastrophic change. By 2100, even in the presence of aggressive mitigation of emissions 

and adaptation measures, it is likely that the impacts of climate change will exceed adaptive capacity in many regions 

(IPCC WGII 2007, p. 813).  

 

Climate change is already contributing to increased variability in weather patterns (e.g. Spierre and Wake 2010), particularly 

impacting communities that are highly dependent on natural systems for their livelihoods. Changing rainfall patterns are 

projected to lead to increased drought in areas that are already drought-prone and increased flooding in low-lying, flood-

prone areas. As glaciers melt and annual snowpack decreases, populations that rely on these sources for water will be at 

greater risk for water stress. Immerzeel et al. (2010) quantified the impact of Asian glacier retreat in water and food 

security: although they found that the impact was less than expected for some basins (namely the Yangtze, Yellow and 

Ganges river basins for which monsoonal dynamics prevail), projected shifts in melt water in the Indus and Brahmaputra 
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could threaten food security for 65 million people. Poor countries and their people face the greatest risks, as their resource 

bases are already tenuous. For example, food availability in Africa, where many depend on rain-fed agriculture, is likely to 

be impacted by reduced rainfall and increased desertification. Millions of people live in and take their livelihoods from mega-

delta ecosystems in Asia. Climate change will likely bring more intense storms and higher sea levels, both representing 

severe threats to these regions.  

 

Recent research indicates that climate change and other environmental degradation will play an ever-more important role in 

uprooting people (Warner et al. 2009). In an increasingly crowded and inter-connected world, destabilization in one region 

will impact distant societies. The security community (e.g. CNA 2007, Blair 2009) is working to understand the likely areas 

of impact because poverty and weak governance are already aggravated by chronic and abrupt climate events, leading to 

destabilization and threats to world peace as the developing and developed world alike face increasing numbers of 

environmental and economic refugees.  Feng et al. (2010) estimated that the 2080 rate of emigration from Mexico to the 

United States could increase between 3 and 9% for a temperature rise of 1-3oC and accompanying decreases in crop yield; 

the lower estimate, which represents approximately two million more migrants, assumes both a carbon dioxide fertilization 

effect on the primary crops and the implementation of adaptation measures, including different farming practices or policies.  

 

Conclusion: One of the most compelling reasons to reduce emissions is to reduce the likelihood of negative impacts on 

society, especially in developing nations. Past climate changes have often been accompanied by migration, war, and 

disease. In the future, the growing human population will inevitably make environmental change more disruptive, even in 

the face of increased technological prowess. 
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The foundation of the science of human-induced climate change is the understanding of the physical effect of increasing 

concentrations of greenhouse gases on the planet’s heat budget. Observations made throughout the instrumental record 

are consistent with this understanding: warming, melting land-based glaciers, reduced snowpack and Arctic sea ice, shifts 

in rainfall, and responses in ecosystems worldwide (IPCC AR4, Richardson et al. 2009, Stott et al. 2010, Arndt et al. 

2010). The study of past climate through proxy records provides additional insight into the response of the climate system to 

various forcing mechanisms. Model simulations of present and past changes assist in interpreting these observations while 

also providing a means to quantify the climate response to each forcing factor and to project these dynamics into the future.  

These three avenues of investigation- theory, observations, and modeling- are crucial to build our understanding of Earth’s 

climate and how it changes.   

 

Climate research straddles multiple disciplines, from the physics of light interacting with aerosol particles to the relationship 

between ecosystems and human societies.  It involves processes that occur at a broad range of temporal and spatial scales 

(e.g., from molecular to astronomical). The complexity and diversity of climate science requires independent bodies that can 

summarize, assess and integrate results, such as the national academies of countries worldwide (e.g. National Academy of 

Sciences 2008) or the IPCC.  In response to a request from US Congress, the National Academies has released a series of 

reports on America’s Climate Choices which address the strategies to reduce human influence on climate, actions to 

reduce vulnerability and increase adaptive capacity to climate change, and steps to advance scientific understanding of 

natural and human-induced climate change (NRC 2009).  

 

The scientific process relies on skepticism.  Results and conclusions are routinely questioned.  Existing data and methods 

are re-evaluated while new data are constantly being acquired.  Theory, data, principles and methods are discussed openly.  

The scientific endeavor with regards to climate change exemplifies this process, as is clearly seen in the successive 

assessment reports of the IPCC, where uncertainties are reduced, new processes identified, and approaches refined.  Key 

climate indicators that characterize the climate system are consistent with warming (Arndt et al. 2010). Although continued 

research is needed to quantify the timing, location, and extent of climate impacts, many experts are confident that “global 

warming is unequivocal and primarily human-induced” (US GCRP 2009). 

 

However, some individuals and organizations dispute this conclusion (e.g. Nova 2009, 2010). These challenges sometimes 

allege the existence of conspiracies, such as an effort to purposefully remove weather stations from the GHCN or to locate 

them in close proximity to buildings or airports with the aim of modifying the long-term temperature trend (D’Aleo and Watts 

2010). The claims of conspiracy are not borne out by the facts. Similarly, the recent theft of 15 years of emails from the 

Climatic Research Unit of University of East Anglia failed to provide any evidence of scientific misconduct or conspiracy (AP 

2009, UK Parliament 2010b, Russell et al. 2010). A few errors identified in the IPCC AR4 have added to an atmosphere of 

criticism (Leake 2010c). While some assert that these discussions may have had a negative impact on public perception of 

climate science (Pew 2009, but also see Krosnick 2010), the identified errors provide no evidence of conspiracy and have no 

impact on the scientific conclusions concerning climate change expressed in the IPCC AR4 (Russell et al. 2010, Netherlands 

Environmental Assessment Agency 2010a).  

 

In an information-rich world, where sophisticated lay-people question the scientific tenets that inform societal decisions, open 

access to information and transparency in methods are key to the increased democratization of ideas. The climate community 

is working to meet this need by facilitating access to observational datasets, method descriptions, and to model code and 

output. Some examples include the data portal of the National Climate Data Center (NOAA NCDC 2010a), the surface 

temperature datasets maintained by the UK Meteorological Office (UK Met Office 2010), the model code of the NASA 

Goddard Institute of Space Studies (NASA GISS 2004), or the output of the models from the IPCC AR4, maintained by the 

Program for Climate Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in the US (PCMDI 

2007). 
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Challenges to scientific understanding are rarely resolved in the mainstream media, as journalists seldom have the training 

to interpret and present the complex concepts involved. Furthermore, the reader can be easily overwhelmed by journalistic 

whiplash when competing views are presented (Revkin 2010). The scientific debate is best addressed within the scientific 

literature, but translation is required for the non-expert, as language, results, and implications are often narrowly focused 

and can be obscure even to those in closely related disciplines. The climate science community has the responsibility to 

provide regular state-of-the-art assessments and to answer questions about the current understanding. Several books, web 

pages, and blogs work to this end (see Appendix) and the present document aims to contribute to the effort by presenting 

scientific arguments in response to the major claims.   

 

The conclusion that climate is changing in response to human emissions of greenhouse gases does not preclude the 

existence of other drivers of climate variability, such as solar activity or orbital forcing. Multiple drivers of climate act 

concurrently today as they have throughout Earth history. The fact that climate has changed in the past without human 

influence, including a Medieval Warm Period, does not reduce the likelihood of human-induced changes today. Rather, it 

demonstrates the sensitivity of Earth’s climate to perturbation, thereby heightening concern as humans perturb the system 

by increasing atmospheric carbon dioxide to levels not observed in 800,000 years (Lüthi et al. 2008). Natural variability in 

climate will continue to occur and the conditions that we experience will result from the interaction of all climate drivers. This 

is likely to produce periods of warming interspersed with periods of more stable temperatures, as well as trends that vary 

from one region to another. Regional conditions and short-term variability also can depart from longer-term global trends. 

Cold conditions observed in parts of the United States and Europe in winter of 2009-2010 were not representative of global 

temperature anomalies, which were among the highest in the instrumental record (Arndt et al. 2010). 

 

Science cannot “prove” that a specific feature observed in historical climate records was caused by greenhouse gases, but 

the scientific method allows general inferences about trends and patterns by rejecting competing hypotheses. For example, 

the observed long-term warming since the 1950s cannot be reproduced in models that do not include anthropogenic 

emissions of GHGs (IPCC WGI 2007, p. 120-121). There is no other forcing that could account for the observations. Solar 

activity declined while Earth warmed (Cook 2009) and global brightening due to increased regulation of air pollutants is 

inadequate to explain the warming (Wild 2009).  

 

The planet is warming and it is likely to continue to warm as a consequence of increased greenhouse gas emissions. 

Ultimately, questions revolve around sensitivity: how much will Earth warm, what will be the impacts, and when will they 

occur. As discussed above, sensitivity estimates below 2.5oC cannot account for past climate changes. Atmospheric carbon 

dioxide levels are expected to have doubled by the end of the century if we continue with business as usual (IPCC WGI 

2007). Failing to reduce emissions will thus lead the planet beyond the guardrail of 2oC average global warming (e.g. 

Richardson et al. 2009, Sokolov et al. 2009).  

 

Lower values of sensitivity require the existence of negative feedbacks, processes that would act to counteract warming. 

The strongest hypotheses of negative feedbacks put forth to date regard shifts in the dynamics of cloud formation; however, 

they have not been borne out by further research. Instead, as discussed above, warming is accompanied predominantly by 

positive feedbacks that further heat the planet: a warmer atmosphere holds more water vapor and forests stressed by water 

and temperature take up less carbon dioxide. 

 

In addition, CO2 has a direct effect on plant growth, with complex consequences for ecosystems.  Crop yields may see a 

fertilization effect due to increased CO2 in some regions, but they are likely to be negatively impacted by rising temperature 

and shifts in water availability elsewhere, especially in regions that are already food-insecure.  Our best projections indicate 

that the most negative impacts of climate change will occur in nations that are already vulnerable to other stressors such as 

rapid population growth and extreme poverty. Humans have survived climate changes of the past, though never with global 

populations of the current magnitude. One might ask whether survival of the human species is an adequate standard of 

success.   
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investors and before entering into any transaction you should take steps to ensure that you fully understand the transaction and 
have made an independent assessment of the appropriateness of the transaction in the light of your own objectives and 
circumstances, including the possible risks and benefits of entering into such transaction. You should also consider seeking 
advice from your own advisers in making this assessment. If you decide to enter into a transaction with us you do so in reliance 
on your own judgment. 
 

For Investors in Australia: 
In Australia, Issued by Deutsche Asset Management (Australia) Limited (ABN 63 116 232 154), holder of an Australian Financial 
Services License. An investment with Deutsche Asset Management is not a deposit with or any other type of liability of Deutsche 
Bank AG ARBN 064 165 162, Deutsche Asset Management (Australia) Limited or any other member of the Deutsche Bank AG 
Group. The capital value of and performance of an investment with Deutsche Asset Management is not guaranteed by Deutsche 
Bank AG, Deutsche Asset Management (Australia) Limited or any other member of the Deutsche Bank Group. Investments are 
subject to investment risk, including possible delays in repayment and loss of income and principal invested. 
 

For Investors in Hong Kong: 
Interests in the funds may not be offered or sold in Hong Kong or other jurisdictions, by means of an advertisement, invitation or 
any other document, other than to Professional Investors or in circumstances that do not constitute an offering to the public. This 
document is therefore for the use of Professional Investors only and as such, is not approved under the Securities and Futures 
Ordinance (SFO) or the Companies Ordinance and shall not be distributed to non-Professional Investors in Hong Kong or to 
anyone in any other jurisdiction in which such distribution is not authorised. For the purposes of this statement, a Professional 
investor is defined under the SFO. 
 

For Investors in MENA region: 
This information has been provided to you by Deutsche Bank AG Dubai (DIFC) branch, an Authorised Firm regulated by the 
Dubai Financial Services Authority. It is solely directed at Market Counterparties or Professional Clients of Deutsche Bank AG 
Dubai (DIFC) branch, which meets the regulatory criteria as established by the Dubai Financial Services Authority and may not be 
delivered to or acted upon by any other person. 
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